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AUSTRALIA
l.

Title of the paper

Operational Application of Satellite Imagery to
Synoptic Analysis in the Southern Hemisphere.

2.

Name of publication :

3.

Language in which the paper is available :

4.

Author :

5.

Affiliation

6,

Abstract :

Bureau of Meteorology, Technical Report Series.
English

L. B. Guymer.
Bureau of Meteorology, Australia.
The basic method used in WMC Melbourne for the deriva-tion of
analysis data from satellite imagery is presented.
The main features of the typical cloud pattern - the area of
convective cells, the frontal cloud band and major cloud vortices
- are interpreted in terms of two analysis fields; the surface
pressure pattern and the 1000-500 mb thickness pattern. A
procedure for defining the salient features of the surface flow
and a systematic scheme for locating the associa·ted 1000-500 mb
troughs and ridges is given. It is then shown how, by
reference to the clirnatological normal thickness chart, estima-

tions of actual thickness values may be made. Cloud features
are also related to concepts of thermal confluence and
diffluence, polar front jet stream maxima and thermal
advections to ensure specification of vertically consistent
three dimensional structure.

7.

Source of availability

THE DIRECTOR OF METEOROLOGY

P.O. Box 1289k,
Melbourne, Victoria 3001
Australia.

8.

Cost, if any, to provide the material

No charge, but copies limited.
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l.

AUSTRALIA

Title of the paper

Interpretation of satellite cloud mosaics for
southern hemisphere analysis and reference level
specification.

2.

Name of publication :

Monthly Weather Review

3.

Language in which the paper is available :

4.

Author : G.A.M. Kelly

5.

Affiliation

6.

Abstract :

English

Australian Numerical Meteorological Research Centre.•
A semi-objective procedure has been developed to modify mean sea
level pressure and 1000-500 mb thickness using cloud vortex
patterns obtained from satellite imagery. The method combines
the previous work of Nagle and Hoyden (1971) and Troup and
Streten (1972), and is designed for operational use, particularly
in the southern hemisphere. The method is capable of reproducing
synoptic-scale structure which can be deduced from cloud data,
but which is often difficult to incorporate in a numerical
analysis system using "bogus 11 observations.

Two case studies

are used to illustrate its application : the first demonstrates
the ability of the procedure to correct large-scale ''first
guess 11 errors, and the second compares results of a forecast/

analysis cycle using this method with operational products of
the National Meteorological Analysis Centre of the Australian
Bureau of Meteorology.

7.

Source of availability

8.

Cost, if any, to provide the material

THE DIRECTOR OF METEOROLOGY
P.O. Box 1289k
~IELBOURNE, Victoria 3001
Australia.
No charge, but copies limited.
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CANADA
1.

Title of the paper : Oceanographic Implications of Features in NOAA Satellite
Visible Imagery.

2.

Name of publication

Presented at the IUCRM colloquium "Passive Radiometry
of the Ocean'', Institute of Ocean Sciences, Patricia

Bay, Sidney, B.C., Canada, June 14- 21, 1978.
published in Boundary Layer Meteorology.

To be

English

3.

Language in which the paper is available :

4.

Authors : P. E. Laviolette, S. Peteherych, J. F. R. Gower.

5.

Affiliation :

Department of the Navy, NORDA, NSTL Station, Mississippi 39529,
U.S.A.
Atmospheric Environment Service, 4905 Dufferin Street,
Downsview, Ontario, Canada M3H 5TA
Institute of Ocean Sciences, P.O. Box 6000, 9860 West Saanich
Road, Sidney, B. C., Canada VSL 4B2.

6.

Abstract

The sungl.int areas of the ocean in NOAA satellite visible imagery
stretch as long swaths that extend from the northern extremes of
the North Temperate Zone to the southern extreme of the South
Temperate Zone.

Examples are shown of complex features apparent

in the sunglint area of visible imagery which match ocean-related
thermal features in the companion infrared imagery. The closeness
of this correspondence infers a relationship between the features
in the sunglint with dynamic processes taking place in the ocean.
Various interpretations of this phenomenon are discussed. Data

from the first phase of the Grand Banks Experiment (June 1978)
are presented which demonstrate that features apparent in NOAA
visible imagery of the Grand Banks are related to the strong
ocean frontal processes presen·t.

to fog or mist.

Some of the features may be due

Side looking airborne radar imagery collected

during the experiment confirms the presence of surface roughness
variations. The observations strongly suggest these roughness
variations are due to changes in the stability of the atmospheric

boundary layer caused by the different surface water temperatures
present in the area.

The results demonstrate the usefulness of

NOAA visible imagery as a tool to aid in the understanding of
synoptic ocean processes and suggest an important application

for satellite and airborne synthetic aperture radars.
P.E. Laviolette, Department of the Navy, NORDA
NSTL Station, Mississippi 39529, U.S.A.

7.

Source of availability :

8.

Cost, if any, to provide the material :

No charge for single copy
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1.

CANADA

Title of the paper

Atmospheric Correction for Remote Measurements of Great

Lakes Surface Temperature.

2.

Name of publication

3.

Language in which the paper is available

4.

Authors

5.

Affiliation :

6.

Abstract

Proceedings of the 5th Canadian Symposium on Remote
Sensing, Victoria, British Columbia, 28-31 August, 1978.
English and French

Jean-Jacques Morcrette and George J. Irbe
Atmospheric Environment Service
4905 Dufferin Street, Downsview, Ontario M3H 5TA

The transmission model of Selby et al. (1976) is used to
calculate the atmospheric correction to be applied to infrared
radiometric measurements of the surface temperature in the
atmospheric window regions. The calculations take into account
water vapour (lines and continuum), uniformly mixed gases, ozone,
aerosols and the reflected radiation reaching the sensor because

of the non-blackness of the surface.

This technique is applied

to single channel measurements of Great Lakes surface temperature

from the NOAA-5 VHRR 10.5 - 12.5

~m

channel.

The results are

compared with surface temperature obtained from buoy measurements
and airborne radiation thermometer surveys, with the atmospheric

effect calculated from temperature and humidity profiles obtained
from radiosonde observations.

The satellite retrieved temperatu-

res are found to agree within 1.5 K with ART and within 1.5 K
with buoy measurements.

Errors inherent in temperatures

calculated from satellite data are analysed with reference to the
presence of clouds in the radiosonde observations and the strong
effect of the lowest layers of atmosphere. Inaccuracies in
location of satellite and airborne measurements, and remote versus
immersed sensor concepts of surface temperature introduce additional errors in the comparison of measurements. A multispectral

correction method to be applied to TIROS-N multichannel measurements at 3.7 and 11/12 ~m is developed. This method is independent of radiosoundings.

7.

Source of availability

8.

Cost, if any, to provide the material :

Mr. George Irbe (CCAH), Atmospheric Environment
Service, 4905 Dufferin Street, Downsview,
Ontario, Canada M3H 5T4
No charge for single copy
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FRANCE

1.

Title of the paper

Linearized radiative transfer equation; study of
different numerical methods for lynear estimation and

stabilizatian for an integral Fredhalm equation of the
first type taking account of noise in the second member.

2.

Name of publication

3.

Language in which the paper is available :

4.

Author :

5.

Affiliation : UER Mathematique et Philosophie - Faculte des Sciences de

Technical note by the Etablissement d'Etudes et de
Recherches Meteorologiques
French

Jean-Michel Helary

Rennes.

6.

Abstract

This note is particularly concerned with the mathematical aspects
of the various inversion methods for the linearized radiative

transfer equation in the form of a Fredholm equation of the first
type. The author considers in detail the discretization af data
whereby a finite number of independent values are token, as well
as the noise affecting them. The statistical formulations,

Backus-Gilbert estimation and the general iterative method of
inversion are analysed and compared. Open questions are explained
in precise mathematical terms. The paper is illustrated with
numerical examplese

7.

Source of availability

Direction de la Meteorologie

Etablissement d'Etudes et de Recherches Meteorologiques, 77, rue de Sevres - 92106 Boulogne-Billancourt C6dex - France.

8.

Cost, if any, to provide the material

FRANCE
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1.

Title of the paper

Reconstruction of the vertical temperature profile -

principle and difficulties, classification of methods.
Technical note by the Etablissement d'Etudes et de
Recherches Meteorologiques.

2.

Name of publication

3.

Language in which the paper is available :

4.

Author :

5.

Affiliation

6.

Abstract :

French

Guy Rochard
Direction de la Meteorologie - EERM/CMS Lannion
This note is a theoretical study of the problem of inversion of
the vertical temperature profile in an atmosphere which is
assumed to be non-diffusing.

Detailed consideration is given

to putting the problem in an equation and the conditions in
which the equation takes the form of a Fredholm linear integral
equation of the first type. The conventional solution to this
latter equation is compared with various so-called '"generalized''

solutions. The instability of the inversion is brought out in
its different aspects and the conventional methods of regulation or other filtering are compared between themselves and

with the conventional solution. With a view to use with the
TIROS N TOYS sounder, the various difficulties are considered
in turn, such as the sometimes considerable non-linearity, and

the physical meaning to be given to the solution.

The biblio-

graphy containing some 400 references covers most of the arti-

cles and books concerned with this problem.
7.

Source of availability

Direction de la Meteorolagie - Etablissement
d'Etudes et de Recherches Meteorologiques
77, rue de Sevres - 92106 BOULOGNE-BILLANCOURT
Cedex - Franee.

8.

Cost, if any, to provide the material :

FRANCE
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1.

Title of the paper

Note on the use of meteorological geostationary
satellites for observing the formation and trajectography of tropical cyclones.

2.

Name of publication

Technical note by the Etablissement d'Etudes et de
Recherches Meteorologiques - No. 409 - April 1978

3.

Language in which the paper is available :

4.

Authors

5.

Affiliation

6.

Abstract :

7.

Source of availability

8.

Cost, if any, to provide the material :

French

Louis Le Ninivin, Aloin Noyalet
Direction de la Meteorologie - BERM/CMS

Lannion

Analysis of the information received from meteorological
geostationary satellites since 1974 has prompted the authors
to attempt a classification of the cyclonic phenomena in the
tropical part of the North Atlantic based on the classification
by Dvorak, and on l) the origin, 2) the morphology, 3) the trajectography, and 4) the evolution of the cyclonic eddy from
formation to decay.
Direction de la Meteorologie - Etablissement d'
Etudes et de Recherches Meteorologiques
77, rue de Sevres - 92106 BOULOGNE-BILLANCOURT
Cedex - France.

FRANCE
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1.

Title of the paper

Use of METEOSAT imagery - formation and evolution of
a sand storm over West Africa

Publication by the Direction de la Meteorologie

2.

Name of publication :

3.

Language in which the paper is available :

4.

Author :

5.

Affiliation

6.

Abstract :

French

Aloin Noyalet
Direction de la Meteorologie - EERM/CMS

Lannion.

Because of cold air down-currents over central Sahara and the
appearance of a steep pressure gradient, a turbulent wind is

formed which lifts large quantities of sand. The evolution can
be monitored on METEOSAT imagery received 20 - 23 March 1978.
Part of the sand passes over the Atlantic; another part is taken
up in a cyclonic eddy situated between Upper Volta and the
Hoggar Plateau and forms a real sand eddy following a cloudy
turbulent area.

7.

Source of availability

Direction de la Meteorologie
Etablissement d'Etudes et de Recherches Meteorologiques

77, rue de Sevres - 92106 Boulogne-Billancourt
Cedex - France.

8.

Cost, if any, to provide the material

FRANCE

1.

Title of the paper

5

Evolution of an eddy of extra-tropical or>gln over the
North Atlantic from 9 to 24 January 1978. Final stage
of strong convection in the vicinity of the Sargasso
Sea.

2.

Name of publication :

3.

Language in which the paper is available :

4.

Author :

5.

Affiliation

6.

Abstract :

Revue " La Meteorologie" - No. 4 - September 1978
French

Aloin Noyalet
Direction de la Meteorologie - EERM/CMS

Lannion

Information transmitted by the geostationary satellite GOES 2,
stabilized by 75°W, is used for monitoring the formation and
evolution of an eddy of extra-tropical origin over the North
Atlantic during the period 9 - 24 January 1978. A final stage
of intense convection is revealed.

7.

Source of availability

8.

Cost, if ony, to provide the material :

Societe Meteorologique de France, 73-77, rue de
Sevres, 92100 BOULOGNE-BILLANCOURT - France
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GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
l.

Title of the paper

2.

Name of publication

3.

Language in which the paper is available

4.

Authors :

5.

Affiliation :

6.

Abstract

On the statistically optimal combination of aerological
and SIRS-data in numerical geopotential analysis.
Zeitschrift fUr Meteorologie, 28 (1978) 1, 15 - 25
Berlin : Akademie-Verlag
German

J. Kluge, M. Petzold
Meteorological Service of the German Democratic Republic,
Potsdam, G.D.R.

By the method of optimal interpolation aerological geopotential
data and remo·te sensing-geopotential data are combined taking
into account the different error structure of the data. In a
case study with real data the effect of the greater Satellite
error, the error correlation effect and the influence of time
difference on numerical analysis are studied. The real data
experiment is completed by a priori estimations of the inter~
polation error on the basis of a one-point analysis. The first
and second effect influence the analysis in a significant manner.

7.

Source of availability

8.

Cost, if any, to provide the material :

Meteorologischer Dienst der DDR,
Zentrale Wetterdienststelle
DDR - 15 Potsdam,
Michendorfer Chaussee 23
Reprint free of charge
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1.

GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC

Title of the paper

Impact of SIRS-data on numerical analysis and forecasts
as a function of the error statistics

2.

Name of publication :

3.

Language in which the paper is available :

4.

Authors :

5.

Affiliation :

6.

Abstract

COSPAR, Proceedings, Innsbruck 1978 (in press)
English

W. Bohme, J. Kluge, M. Petzold
Meteorological Service of the German Democratic Republic,
Potsdom, G.D.R.

This paper deals with the problem of the improvement of geopotentiol analysis and forecasts by the usage of satellite data
taking into account that satellite data derived by remote sounding have on error level and structure different from those of
the data derived from radiosonde measurements. The relative mean
square error of the geopotentiol in the middle troposphere derived from radiosonde soundings amounts to F(H) = 0,02; the
relative mean square e(r)r of the geopotentiol derived by remote
soundings amounts to F S = 0,03 to 0,14 os it is shown in publications of Bengtsson and of Tarakanowa.

This error depends on

the geographical latitude, the height, the season, the weather
pattern and the remote sounding device. Most important is the
spatial correlation of the error of the geopotential derived
by remote sounding.

7.

Source of availability

8.

Cost, if any, to provide the material :

Meteorologischer Dienst der DDR,
DDR - 15 Potsdam
Luckenwalder Str. 42-44-46
Reprint free of charge

GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC

1.

Title of the paper

Subsequent correction of numerical analysis through

SIRS-data and some results on their impact

2.

Name of publication

3.

Language in which the paper is available

4.

Authors :

5.

Affiliation :

6.

Abstract

Zeitschrift fUr Meteorologie, 28 (1978) 3,
145-151 Berlin: Akademie-Verlag

J. Kluge, M. Petzald
Meteorological Service of the German Democratic Republic,
Potsdam, G.D.R.

A method for subsequent correction of numerical analysis by
SIRS-data is developed and used for impact studies with operational SIRS-data. The combination of the information is carried
out in a statistically optimal manner with regard to the error

structure both of the analysis and the SIRS-data. The impact of
SIRS-data is significant on analysis over the North Atlantic when
as basic information only aerological geopotential data are

utilized. Using a three parameter filtered prediction model
we obtained as a preliminary result that SIRS-information introduced over the North Atlantic causes no significant and definite
changes in the 24-geopotential forecast over Middle Europe. A
departure from this rule seems to be an exception connected with
special synoptic situations.

7.

Source of availability

8.

Cost, if any, to provide the material :

Meteorologischer Dienst der DDR,
Zentrale Wetterdienstste lle
DDR - 15 Potsdam
Michendorfer Chaussee 23
Reprint free of charge
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GERMANY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF
1.

Title of the paper

2.

Name of publication

3.

Language in which the paper is available :

4.

Author :

5.

Affiliation :

6.

Abstract

Sensitivity of the inversion of limb radiance
measurements in the 6.3 pm water vapor band

Remote Sensing of the Atmosphere
Inversion Methods
and Applications Edited by A. L. Fymat and V. E. Zuev
English

H. Fischer
Meteorologisches Institut der Universitat MUnchen,
D-8000 MUNCHEN 2
Theresien Str. 37, Federal Republic of Germany

Extensive knowledge about accuracy of vertical concentr·ation

profiles of trace gases in the middle o·tmosphere expected in
the near future from planned limb sounding experiments on space-

crofts is now desired for testing the efficiency of theoretical
models. An iterative inversion method has been developed for
the processing of limb radiance profiles measured with an infrared scanning radiometer aboard stratospheric balloons. The
corresponding computer program has recently been used to
investigate the sensitivity of the inversion of simulated radiance

measurements in the 6.3

rm

water vapor band.

The accuracy of the

derived water vapor profiles depends in particular on errors in
radiance measurements, in temperature profiles and in tangent

height. Provided that realistic error distributions are superimposed to the di He rent critical parameters simultaneously the
RMS err en: of the water vapor profile is fluctuating within the
interval between 18% and 34% caused by partially happening
compensation effects between different errors. With respect to
planned satellite experiments the averaged error should be
considerably lower than 20% due to improved instruments.

7.

Source of availability

8.

Cost, if any, to provide the material :

Meteorologisches Institut der Universitat MUnchen
D-8000 MUNCHEN 2
Theresien Str. 37, Federal Republic of Germany
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GERMANY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF

1.

Title of the paper

Remote sensing of chlorophyll
the atmosphere.

2.

Name of publication

3.

Language in which the paper is available

4.

Authors :

5.

Affiliation :

6.

Abstract

Masking effects of

Wiss. Mitt. Meteorol. Inst. Universitat MUnchen,
Nr. 33, 1978
English

H. Ouenzel and M. Kastner
Meteorologisches Institut der Universitat MUnchen,
D-8000 MUnchen 2
Theresien Str. 37, Federal Republic of Germany

The radiative transfer equation is solved by the method of
successive order of scattering for several different model

atmospheres taking into account realistic types of scattering
and absorption. An ocean with rough surface and whitecaps and
different chlorophyll contents is taken into account too. The
variation of ocean leaving radiances when travelling through

the atmosphere is investigated. The calculations are performed
at five wavelengths from 0.445 ~m to 0.750 pm, according to
the channels of tro Coastal Zone Calor Scanner (CZCS) to be flown
on the satellite Nimbus G.
Many of the computational results are given in figures and tables
which may enable one to develop an algorithm for evaluation
CZCS images with respect to the chlorophyll content of the ocean.

7.

Source of availability

8.

Cost, if any, to provide the material :

Meteorologisches Institut der Universitat MUnchen
D-8000 MUnchen 2
Theresien Str. 37, Federal Republic of Germany

GERMANY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF

1.

Title of the paper

Saharastaubwolke Uber dem nordatlantik
Beobochtet mit meteosat bildern

2.

Name of publication :

3.

Language in which the paper is available

4.

Authors :

5.

Affiliation :

6.

Abstract

7.

Source of availability

8.

Cost, if any, to provide the material

Promet, 23, 1978, S. 59-61
German

M. Kastner and W. Kastner
Meteorologisches Institut der Universitat MUnchen, MUnchen
Deutscher Wetterdienst, Offenbach

The displacement of a Saharan sand cloud over the Northern
Atlantic is explained with synoptic weather charts.
Deutscher Wetterdienst,
D-6050 Offenbach,
Frankfurter Str. 135
OM 7,50
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GERMANY, REPUBLIC FEDERAL OF
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1.

Title of the paper :

Erste Aufnahmen von METEOSAT in Berlin

2.

Name of publication :

Berliner Wetterkarte, Beilage SO 6/78

3.

Language in which the paper is available :

4.

Authors :

5.

Affiliation

Institut fUr Meteorologie, Freie Universitat Berlin,

6.

Abstract :

A short introduction is given to high resolution and WEFAX

German

H. Billing, M. Eckardt, I. Haupt, U. Katergiannakis.

transmission of Meteosat, including figures of special image

formats. Examples are given for images of the different format
which have been received at the Berlin SOUS. A short interpretation is given about cloud systems in the images.

Institut fUr Meteorologie, WE 7-FB 24,
Freie Universit~t,
Podibelskiallee 62, D-1000 Berlin 33.

7.

Source of availability

8.

Cost, if any, to provide the material :

GERMANY, REPUBLIC FEDERAL OF

l.

Title of the paper

Standardization of Satellite Images of the NOM
Scanning Radiometer Signals for an objective cloud
classification.

2.

Name of publication :

3.

Language in which the paper is available :

4.

Authors :

5.

Affiliation

6.

Abstract :

Space Research XIX Cospar 1978 Innsbruck VI.2.1
English

H. Billing, M. Eckardt, I. Haupt, E. Hilt, D. Koslowsky
Institut fUr Meteorologie, Freie Universitat Berlin
The procedure for producing a daily digitized cloud map in
polar steropraphic projection is described followed by examples
of application of these data to objective evaluation of cloud
cover. Furthermore the behavior of equivalent blackbody
temperature is investigated in several cloud areas and a method

for correct calibrating the SR-Data is described.

7.

Source of availability

8.

Cost, if any, to provide the material :

Pergamon Press Ltd,
Headington Hill Hall, Oxford, OX 3 ~BW, G.B.
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GERMANY, REPUBLIC FEDERAL OF

6

Preliminary results from the first european
Gee-Stationary meteorological satellite Meteosat.

1.

Title of the paper

2.

Name of publication

3.

Language in which the paper is available :

4.

Authors :

5.

Affiliation

6.

Abstract :

Space Research XIX Cospar Meeting 1978 Innsbruck
VI.2.2
English

H. Billing, I. Haupt, D. Koslowsky, W. Tonn
Institut fUr Meteorologie, Freie

Universit~t

Berlin

Data from magnetic tapes from ESA were used for a first study
of visible, infrared and water vapor channel simultaneously.

7.

Source of availability

8.

Cost, if any, to provide the

Pergamon Press Ltd.,
Headington Hill Hall
Oxford OX3 0BW, G.B.
materi~l
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GERMANY, REPUBLIC FEDERAL OF

l.

Title of the paper

2.

Name of publication :

3.

Language in which the paper is available :

4.

Authors :

5.

Affiliation

6.

Abstract :

7.

Source of availability

8.

Cost, if any, to provide the material :

7

TIROS "N" - Prototyp der viertern amerikanischen Wettersatellitengenera tion
Berliner Wetterkarte, Beilage SO 26/78
German

I. Haupt, E. Hilt
Institut fUr Meteorologie, Freie Universitat Berlin
General information is given of TIROS-N satellite system
including data handling. The AVHRR/HRPT and APT subsystems
are described in detail. A first-distorted-m osaic of 3
orbits is shown as example for good picture quality.
Institut fUr Meteorologie, WE 7-FB,
Freie Universitat Berlin
Podbielskiallee 62
D-1000 Berlin 33
Free of charge
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GERMANY, REPUBLIC FEDERAL OF

1.

Title of the paper :

2.

Name of publication

Das Europtlische Wetterbild 1978

3.

Met. Abh. Inst. f. Met. d. Fr. Universitat Berlin
Serie B Grundlagenmaterial, Band 22 Heft 1-4
Neue Folge
Language in which the paper is available : German

4.

Authors : I. Haupt et al

5.

Affiliation

6.

Abstract :

Institut fUr Meteorologie, Freie Universittit Berlin
Each volume covers a quarter year and gives cloud mosaics, as

received and evaluated in Berlin. The foreword of each volume
gives explanation of operational work, technical data of new
satellites and short scientific contributions. The Annex
contains satellite-height-curves in 10 day intervals and a
list of VHRR-orbits received in Berlin.

7.

Source of availability

8.

Cost, if any, to provide the material :

Verlag von Dietrich Reimer
Unter den Eichen 57
D-1000 Berlin 45
65.-- DM each volume
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HONG KONG

1.

Title of the paper

Satellite photographs as an aid to forecast
tropical cyclone movement

2.

Name of publication :

3.

Language in which the paper is available

4.

Author :

5.

Affiliation

6.

Abstract :

Royal Observatory Forecasters' Note No.4
English

M. Y. Chan
Royal Observatory, Hong Kong
Tropical cyclones which interacted with westerly troughs
as seen from satellite pictures were studied. It was
found that the orientation of the trough cloud band, the diameter
of the central dense overcast and the width of the interacting
trough at the point of contact with the tropical cyclone cloud
mass governed the recurvature of tropical cyclones.

7.

Source of availability

8.

Cost, if any, to provide the material

Royal Observatory
Nathon Road
Tsim Sha Tsui
Kowloon
Hong Kong
Free of charge
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HUNGARY

1.

Title of the paper

2.

Name of publication :

3.

Language in which the paper is available :

4.

Author :

5.

Affiliation :

6.

Abstract

Determination of the Total Ozone Content by
Measurements on Artificial Satellites

,, , ,

Idojaras, 82. 2. 1978
Hungarian

F. Miskolci
Central Institute of Atmospheric Physics
H-1675 Budapest, P.O. Box. 39

This is a description of a method suitable for a rapid
determination of the total ozone content of the atmosphere
with the aid of infrared radiation data obtained from artificial
satellites. The method is based on the fact that the transmission
of the atmosphere at the wave-length of 9.6 p can be satisfactorily approximated by the transmission of a homogeneous ozone
layer possessing a given effective pressure and temperature.

The effective pressure and temperature are equal to the weighted
average values of the pressure and temperature profiles for the
ozone profile in a given season. The transmission functions
are computed by using a semi-empirical formula, in which the
free parameters were determined with the aid of measured and

directly compu·ted values of zone transmission. The advantage
of this method consists in its simplicity and rapid application,
its limitation being that it cannot be easily used in different
geographical regions.

Its accuracy as compared to ozone-sounding

data is depending on seasons, its average value being 5 to 7%.
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Source of availability
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Central Institute of Atmospheric Physics,
H-1675 Budapest, P.O. Box. 39
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Studies carried out in Hungary on remote sounding of the
atmospheric temperature.
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Name of publication :

OMSZ kisebb kiadvanyai 44. 1978
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Language in which the paper is available
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Authors :
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6.

Abstract

English

G. Major, F. Miskolci and Gy. Molnar
Central Institute of Atmospheric Physics
H-1675 Budapest P.O. Box 39

The Chapter 1 is a short introduction. Our first aim was to
determine atmospheric C02 transmittance values with an acceptable
accuracy. Chapter 2 contains a detailed description of our work
concerning the checking and comparing of our method and other
different approximative methods known from literature. The final
result was : none of them is accurate enough.

For this reason we

tried to solve the less complicated task : to determine the
temperature corrections of given transmittance, i.e. to get
transmittance values for an optional vertical temperature profile

knowing transmittances calculated for a Standard Atmosphere.
This work is described in Chapter 3. The solution of the integral
form of the radiative transfer equation for the vertical temperature profile is mathematically incorrect, therefore some kind

of stabilizing the solution is required. The best way for this
stabilizing is the use of an a priori climatological information
which characterizes the temperature conditions over a given area.

The statistical parameters of atmospheric temperature profiles
over Budapest are reviewed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 describes
the controlling of the elaborated algoritm by numerical experiments. The possible errors can be determined in this way and
the practical calculations become refined. In Chapter 6 the
results of our simplified method are contained when using real
/NIMBUS 5 SCR's/ satellite data for obtaining temperature profiles.
The mean RMS error of the retrieved profiles proved to be no
more than 3 K, compared with the Budapest radiosonde measurements,
which can be regarded as a good result, especially taking into
account that also satellite data from over cloudy areas were used.
The greatest deviation occurs in and around the tropopause.
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Source of availability
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Cost, if any, to provide the material :

Central Institute of Atmospheric Physics,
H-1675 Budapest, P.O. Box 39
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Meteorological satellite data use in anti-hail
experiments.

Acts of the 18th international scientific space
meeting. 15-16 March, 1978, Rome.
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Source of availability
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Italian

P. Caponigro, R. Caponigro, D. Vento.
Agriculture Ecology Central Office -Agriculture and Forest
Ministry - Rome.

The seeding technology is one of the most important problems
for the anti-hail defence experiments. The knowledge of the
different types of hailstorms is very important to the best
resolution of this problem. The problem is restated and one
possible resolution with meteorological satellites is shown.
Ufficio Centrale di Ecologia Agraria del Ministero
del-l'Agricoltur a e delle Foreste -via del
Caravita 7/A, I - 00186 Rome.
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6.

Abstract :

Large-scale aspect of cumulus convective activity
over the GATE area
Submitted to Monthly Weather Review in 1978
English

Masato Murckami

By using digital IR data obtained by SMS-1 satellite, the largescale behavior of the convective activity was investigated over
the tropical Atlantic within the GATE area. Spectral analysis
has revealed the existence of two remarkable periodicities which
show good association with the large-scale atmospheric field,
namely 4 to 5 day mode and diurnal one. The area of the enhanced
convection associated with 4 to 5 day mode moves westward from

Africa along the ITCZ region over the Atlantic. Its mean phase
speed turned out to be about 7°/dcy and the mean wavelength is
about 30° in longitude. The vertical structure of the corresponding disturbance was investigated by the time-composite
technique applied to the upper air date over the GATE A/B area.
The result shows that the enhancement of convection is associated
with the deep upward motion throughout the troposphere end the
southerly (northerly) wind in the lower (upper) troposphere. It
also shows that the enhancement is accompanied by the moistening
in the cloud layer while drying appears in the subcloud layer.
As for the diurnal mode, composited vatiation shows the maximum

convective activity in the late afternoon over the GATE A/B area.
Horizontal distribution of the composited anomalies has revealed
that the late afternoon maxima show the zonal distribution roughly
along the ITCA region rather than the confined one in the vicinity
of West Africa. It also revealed the co-existence of the region
which shows the early morning maximum. The latter takes place to
the South of the former one o'ier the middle Atlantic. Diurnal
components of the large-scale kinematic and thermal quantities
were also examined over the A/B area. During the daytime, the
vertical motion shows upward anomalies and the temperature shows

distinct warm anomalies in the upper troposphere.

As for the

moisture variation, atmosphere tends to show dry anomalies near
local noon and moist anomalies near midnight.
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8.

Source of availability :

Typhoon Research Division, Meteorological Research
Institute, 4-35-8 Koenji-Kita, Suginami, Tokyo 166.
Cost, if any, to provide the material :
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On the information content of the satellite measured
infrared radiation in the atmospheric window region
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Name of publication
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Language in which the paper is available :
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Abstract

Journal of the Meteorological Society of· Japan
Vol. 57 No.l, 1979
English

Tadao Aoki
Meteorological Satellite Center
3-235 Nakakiyoto Kiyose Tokyo, 180-04 Japan

A method has been developed to estimate the sea-surface temperature from satellite measured infrared radiation in the atmospheric window region, taking into account the a priori knowledge
of the statistical character of the surface temperature, the
atmospheric temperature and the atmospheric moisture. It has
been shown that the information contents about the sea-surface
temperature, the atmospheric temperature and the atmospheric
moisture, involved in the observed radiation in the atmospheric

window region, greatly vary with the amount of the water vapor
in the atmosphere. In the lower latitude, or in the midlatitude
in summer, the satellite observed radiation in the atmospheric
window region contains very little information about the seasurface temperature, and it rather contains much more information
about the average temperature or the water vapor amount in the

atmosphere.
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Shobi-Insatsu, Inc.
2-6-l Iidabashi, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 102, Japan
20 yen/page
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3

The use of GMS imageries to local meteorological
studies and weather nowcasting. A case of satelliteviewed thick fog in the inland sea.
Proceedings of the "Symposium on the Use of Satellite
Data in Meteorological Research", Tokyo,

Nov~mber

3-5 1978.
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4.

Author :

5.

Affiliation :
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Abstract

English

Nobuhiko Murayama
Hiroshima Regional Meteorological Observatory
1-40-l Enami-minami, Hiroshimashi 733 Japan

The GMS imaging pictures are usable to local meteorological
studies and nowcasting because of their better space and time
resolutions. At the Regional Weather Forecasting Center in
Japan having responsibility fo2 nowcasting and warning for
the area of about 500 x 500 km
each, detailed cloud patterns
in the GMS pictures are to be utilized for nowcastings of thunderstorm, typhoon rainband, meso-cyclone birth, thick fog,
heavy snowfall in winter monsoon, onset and outset of rainy

season and so forth. Above all the concentrated heavy rains
from the summer thunderstorm and the typhoon outer-rainband
should be effectively traced in the GMS pictures combining
with the radar echoes. As an example of the use of these
local weathers, it is tested how the GMS pictures serve in by
analysing the case of thick fog at the Inland Sea shipwreck.
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Source of availability
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Cost, if any, to provide the material :

Meteorological Society of Japan
c/o Japan Meteorological Agency
l-3-4 Ote-machi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo lOO Japan
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Historical review on Japanese contributions to
satellite meteorological studies till early 1978.
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Proceedings of the ''Symposium on the Use of Satellite
Data in Meteorological Research" Tokyo, November
3 - 5, 1978.
English

Nobuhiko Murayama
Hiroshima Regional Meteorological Observatory
1-40-1 Enami-minami, Hiroshima-shi, 733 Japan.
At the advent of the TIROS satellite observation, Japanese
scientists involved in the studies of TIROS pictures and then
the WMO inter-regional seminar on the interpretation and use of
meteorological satellite data held in 1964 in Tokyo greatly
stimulated more studies by using the satellite data. As early
as 1961 Yamamoto contributed to an advancement of the U.S. meteorological satellite project with a basical study of sounding
atmospheric radiation field. An APT equipm·ont installed first
in Meteorological Research Institute in 1966 and then HRPT
substituted for in the Meteorological Agency in 1974. Direct
reception of ATS-1/SSCC data experimentally succeeded in Radio
Research Laboratory in 1967. By using these data and the published
data various analytical studies from synoptic to mesa-scale
phenomena have been conducted and also utilized for weather
forecasting works. About sixty papers ever published are reviewed
inclusive of Japanese-written one and introduced in the following : 1) Application of cloud pictures; a) spectral analysis
of tropical clo0diness,

b) tropical cyclone studies, c) monsoon

meteorology, d) synoptic and medium/meso-scale analysis of cloud
patterns, e) marine meteorology, f) estimations of precipidation

and cloud height from the pictures; 2) Application of sounding
data; stratospheric study. Lastly a brief introduction of the
Japanese geostationary meteorological satellite (GMS) data is
presented for the just-started and forthcoming studies.
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Source of availability
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Meteorological Society of Japan
c/o Japan Meteorological Agency
1-3-4 Ote-m.achi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo lOO Japan
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Mountain lee waves observed over Japanese islands by
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Proceedings of the "Symposium on the Use of Sa·tellite
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Abstract

English

Toshiro Kamiko
Meteorological Satellite Canter
3-235 Nakakiyoto Kyose Tokyo, 180-04 Japan

Numerous waves as a cloud pattern are observed in the lee of
northern and central Japanese mountain ranges. The cloud is most-

ly composed of strata-cumulus.

The magnitude of wavelength

measured belongs to three categories; a few kilometers for a
certain case and about ten and twenty kilometers for other cases.
Comparative study of wove and non-wave situation was made on
the parameter, importance of which is mentioned by many authors.

It was found that wind direction relative to the orientation of
mountain ranges and existence of stable layer in the immediate

layer over the height of mountain top are important for the
wave cloud formation.

The same result was already confirmed

by Fritz and others. As for the wavelength, earlier studies by
several authors showed it can be determined by taking the first
term of Scorer parameter (stability involved) into account, and

feasibility of using satellite pictures in the deduction of wind
speed form wave cloud was pointed out.

According to the cases

studied, first term (stability involved) and second term (profile
curvature involved) of the Scorer parameter are found to be same
order of magnitude on several occasions. However, as the order

of magnitude of Scorer parameter is highly related to the wind
speed, and it is also roughly related to wavelength, there is
still room for the possibility of estimating wind speed from
wave cloud observed by satellite.
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Source of availability
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Meteorological Society of Japan
c/o Japan Meteorological Agency
1-3-4 Ote-machi, Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo lOO Japan
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Proceedings of the ''Symposium on the Use of Satellite
Data in Meteorological Research", Tokyo, November
3 - 5, 1978.
English

Meteorological Sat<,llite Center
3-235 Nakakiyoto Kiyose Tokyo, 180-04 Japan

Most of cloud clusters in the tropics have a life of several days
Using such pictures of cloud cluster observed by the GMS satellite
in IR channel, diurnal variation of the convective activity was
studied. The area and the percentage of cloud portions colder
than -2°, -10°, -300, -50° and -60° were measured from their 3
hourly IR pictures using a Single Calor (false calor) Data
System. Some of the preliminary results were as follows :
l) Development of their cloud top reach to the maximum during
21 through 03 local time. 2) Development of Cirrus type high
cloud coverage become maximum near 06 local time. 3) The
coverage of high cloud decrease toward 09 and 12 local time.
Meteorological Society of Japan
c/o Japan Meteorological Agency
l-3-4 Ote-machi, Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo lOO Japan.
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Some aspects of deep convection complex observed by
GMS satellite
Proceedings of the "Symposium on the Use of Satellite
Data in Meteorological Research", Tokyo, November

3 - 5, 1978
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Abstract

English

Masaru Shimamura
Meteorological Satellite Canter
3-235 Nakakiyoto Kiyose Tokyo, 180-04 Japan

Analysis of development and weakening of cumulonimbus clusters
was carried out by using GMS data such as cloud top temperatures
derived from digital IR data of hourly and several-minute-interval
observations.

In weak wind environment, some results are as

follows : (1) In the very early development stage until cloud
tops reach tropopause (for the first 30-50 minutes), upward movements of cloud tops ar.e of order several meters per second.

(2)

After cloud tops reach nearly tropopause, growth rate of specific
cloud top temperature (for example, 1950k, 2000K, 2230K) area of
order 10-4 sec-1 and continue to be of this order up to development peak stage.

In the early stale of cirrus expansion, growth

rates are often of order lo-3 sec- . Since this order is equivalent to that of divergence of mesa-scale disturbances, this
growth rate can be considered as an indicator for divergence

nearly at cloud top height.

In the very early development stage,

however, expansion of the cloud top temperature area have to be
considered to occur due to time difference of maximum cloud top

upward motion in each segment within the cluster. (3) Life time
of CB cluster calculated from time change in specific cloud top
temperature is of order 4-5 hours and is approximately proportional to the cloud top temperature area in development peak stage.
In addition to above-mentioned case, cloud top temperature change
in upper level strong wind environment and in various

~ynoptic

and

subsynoptic situations and time and spacial relationship between
cloud top temperature and radar echo intensity are also presented
and discussed.
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Source of availability
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Meteorological Society of Japan
c/o Japan Meteorological Agency
1-3-4 Ote-machi, Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo lOO Japan
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Abstract :

Proceedings of the Symposium on the Use of Satellite
Data in Meteorological Research, Tokyo, Nov. 3-5, 1978.
English

An attempt is now being made to utilize the cloud information to
the objective analysis of the dew-point depression, T-T~. At JMA
the correction method is operationally used for the analysis ofTTd. Over the data sparse area such as the ocean, the initial
guess field remains almost unaltered because of the lack of the
information to change or correct the guess field. In order to
obtain supplementary information to the humidity data, the attempt
is taken up based on the following idea; An empirical relationship between the cloud amount N and the humidity H was proposed by
Smagorinsky (1960) as Nn
Hn -ll.-n
where a, and An are cons-

=Pn

tants, and the subscript n represents a pressure !eve~

Substitu-

ting the cloud amount obtained from the satellite picture (e.g.
the Japanese geostationary meteorological satellite (GMS) and
from surface synoptic observing stations into the relation (1),
we can, in principle, estimate the humidity provided thatctn and
en are given. The amount of low cloud NL is objectively analyzed
from a code Nh in the report of the synoptic surface observation.
The amount of high cloud NH is guessed from the cloud cover of
which the top is higher than 400 mb level, measured by GMS infrared radiation. The amount of middle cloud NM is estimated by
1-NT
NM = 1 (2) where NT denotes total cloud
(1-NH) (1-NL)
amount obtained from both GMS measurement and the objective
analysis of a code N in the report of the synoptic surface observation. The thickness or density of each low, middle and high
cloud is considered to be deeper or more condensed in the rainy
weather than in the dry weather. So NL , NM and NH is modified
by a code ww in the report of synoptic surface observation.
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Meteorological Society of Japan
c/o Japan Meteorological Agency
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Objective analysis in tropics
Proceedings of tne "Symposium on tne Use of Satellite
Data in Meteorological Researcn", Tokyo, Nov. 3-5
1978.
Englisn

Nobuyosni Shimizu
Meteorological Satellite Canter
3-235 Nakakiyoto Kiyose Tokyo, 180-04

Japan

GMS provides us witn daily cloud distribution in Western Pacific.
Prior to diagnosis of tne cloud distribution in terms of dynamic
and thermodynamic parameters, the development of an objective
analysis scneme suitable for tne region is needed. Besides tne
conventional data, aircraft wind, satellite wind and VTPR data
snould be used. In this connection, optimum interpolation method
is preferable because it can treat various observational data of

mixed quality.

It not only calculates deviation from the speci-

fied guess value but also estimates the error variance of interpolation which is not uniform in space and in elements. Thus

the interpolated values should be adjusted with regard to the
error variance to attain certain amount of balancing between wind

and pressure fields. This report is dealt with application of
optimal-variational analysis scheme presented by Jones (1975) and
Shimizu (1978) to the region concerned. Monthly mean temperature
dewpoint temperature and geopotential at standard pressure levels
were used as guess field. Structure functions have not known in
this region, so they were represented by linear combination of

Bessel function of first kind and order zero. Tne coefficients
were determined by fitting tnem to tne correlation table presented by Bertoni and Lund (1963), wnicn is adapted for middle and
nign latitudes. We ignored tne possible effect of regional
difference of tne structure functions. We defined reliability of
the optimally interpolated value by inverse ration of error variance of interpolation. Tne interpolated values witn tne reliabilities were adjusted based on Sasaki's (1958) variational formalism.
Weak geostrophic constraint was used in the variational adjust-

ment.

An example of tne analysis will be snown in tne symposium.
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Proceedings
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6.

Abstract

N. Kodaira, K. Kato and T. Hamada

GMS views the earth's scene through the VISSR (Visible and Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer) instruments. The meteorological information like those cloud drift winds, cloud top heights are extracted from image data ingested from VISSR. Computerwise, it is
very hard to parameterize cloud features. The eye-brain skills
are the only means for extracting useful information from image

data. The systems mentioned above are designed to combine the
eye-brain skills with a high-speed processing based on large
scale computer. The image data are displayed on a TV-screen of
the IPC (Image Processing Console) to manipulate them for manmachine interactive processing.

In this processing, an analyst

selects a target cloud on the TV-screen and inputs the needed
information from IPC to command the computer for calculating
the results. To maintain high quality of the results, the quality checks are also done man-machine interactively using IPC and
graphic display (GD). After the quality checks, the cloud drift
winds are reformatted by computer into a WMO code form for teletype transmission to world-wide users twice a day within four

hours after the observation. The cloud top heights are used for
the production of neph-analysis chart which is sent to final users
as facsimile chart four times o day. The GMS Cloud Wind Estimation System (CWES) and cloud top height estimation system are
described herein stressing the man-machine interactive procedures.
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Source of availability

Society of Image Processing,

Institute of Industrial Science
The University of Tokyo
7-22-1 Poppongi, Minato-ku. Tokyo 106 Japan
8.
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Dependence of the temperature deviation of the ocean
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Abstract :

Remote Sensing of the Atmosphere: Inversion Methods
and Applications Edited by A.L. Fymat and V.E. Zuev,
Elsevier Scientific Publishing Company.
English

Meteorological Research Institute, Tokyo, Japan
The deviation from the effective blackbody temperature of the
ocean surface due to the atmospheric aerosols is investigated

in the window region ranging from 10.4vm to 12.6 vm by the
adding method (Takashima et al., 1977). The refractive index
of aerosols is assumed to be that of liquid water (Pontier and
Dechambenoy, 1966). The ocean surface is assumed to reflect
light in accordance with a hybrid mode of a diffuse and specular
reflector. With a given number density of aerosols in the atmosphere, the temperature error increases with the size distribution
change dramatically. For a realistic atmosphere, however, the
error ranges up to lC. Furthermore, the state of the ocean sur-

face is equally important.

It is up to 1.5C.

Toward the end,

temperature correction of the ocean surface is discussed in terms

of the two channels of the AVHRR radiometer.
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Source of availability :

Elsevier Scientific Publishing Company, Amsterdam
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On the NOAA VTPR infrared sensing of the atmosphere
and ocean surface during the AMTEX periods.
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Abstract

Tatsuo Izawa and Toshiro Inoue
Meteorologic al Research Institute and Meteorologic al Satellite
Center

Atmospheric temperature and moisture profiles, and their related
sea surface temperature distribution in the western Pacific during

the Air Mass Transformati on Experiment (AMTEX) are derived, using
the NOAA Vertical Temperature Profile Radiometer (VTPR) data, in
comparison with the AMTEX special observations . A method for

simultaneous ly deriving atmospheric moisture profiles and their
related sea surface temperature distribution for given tempera-

ture profile using the VTPR water vapour absorption and atmospheric window channel radiances is proposed, so that the effect
of the atmospheric attenuation by water vapour absorption is
corrected without using conventional radiosonde observations .

The AMTEX '74 period was generally under cloud-free conditions,
over the AMTEX area in the western Pacific. Two case studies for
February 14 and 18, 1974 indicate that the NOAA 2 VTPR data are
useful not only for retrieving atmospheric temperature profiles,
but also for detecting large-scale ocean currents in the western

Pacific.

The VTPR derived atmospheric moisture profiles and a

simultaneous ly corrected sea surface temperature distribution are

presented.

On the other hand, the AMTEX '75 period was mostly

under cloudy conditions in the western Pacific. Regression
coefficients determines using coincident radiosonde/VTPR clear

radiance data for February 18, 21 and 26, 1975 are used to
retrieve atmospheric temperature profiles. A February 26, 1975,
case study shows that the NOAA 4 VTPR brightness temperature
patterns constructed for oll eight channels are closely related
to simultaneous ly observed Very High Resolution Radiometer
(VHRR) imageries. The VTPR derived atmospheric moisture profile
and a simultaneous ly. corrected sea_

s~urface

temperature distri-

bution over the AMTEX area are also presented.
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The relation between the possibility of the snowfall
and the IR satellite pictures outlook.
The News of Institute of Meteorology and Water
Management, No. l, Vol. IV /XXV/ Warsaw, 1978.
Polish

M. Feleksy-Bielak
Institute of Meteorology and Water Management, Cracow Branch
The analysis of the IR cloud pictures and the thickness of
cloud layers was made. The relationship between the possibility
of snowfall and the thickness of cloud layers in the different
largescale shapes of cloud systems on IR pictures was studied,
It was found that the highest probability of the snowfall exists
in cloud vortices and irregular shaped systems and it depends on
the thickness of cloud layers.
Institute of Meteorology and Water Management
ul. Podlesna 61, 01-673 Warszawa, Poland.
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The application of satellite pictures in weather
analysis.
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Scientific Papers of the Institute of Telecommunication
and Acoustic of Wroclaw Technical University, No. 37,
1978, Satellite Communication Systems.
Polish

Bunsch-Makarewicz
Institute of Meteorology and Water Management, Cracow Branch.
The main applications of the satellite pictures in weather
forecasts are generally described. The possibility of the
applications to the mezoscale forecasts is emphasized.

Institute of Meteorology and Water Management
ul. Podlesna 61, 01-673 Warszawa, Poland.
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Vertical temperature sounding of the atmosphere.
Scientific Papers of the Institute of Telecommunication
and Acoustics of Wroclaw Technical University No. 37,
1978, Satellite Communication Systems.

B. Braun
Institute of Meteorology and WaterManagement, Cracow Branch.
Vertical temperature sounding of the atmosphere can be derived
from satellite radiance measurements. This paper presents
theoretical background for temperature sensing, radiometric
techniques for observing the atmosphere using radiance measure-

ments obtained by on-board version of the Infrared Temperature
Profile Radiometer.
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Abstract :

The direct readout meteorological satellite systems are descripted
employing analogue signals both for transmitting pictures from

Environmental satellite systems and introduction to
some problems of digital processing of meteorological
satellite pictures.
Scientific Papers of the Institute of Telecommunication
and Acoustic of Wroclaw Technical University, No. 37,
1978.

Polish

M. J. Kibinski

satellites and for receiving and recording them on the earth.

Some problems of digital processing of meteorological satellite
pictures were emphasized.
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On the possibility of the use of TV satellite pictures
in quantitative rainfall forecast for the southern
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Research Materials of the Institute of Meteorology and
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Bunsch-Makarewicz, M. Feleksy-Bielak
Institute of Meteorology and Water Management, Cracow Branch

It is assumed that the appearance of the clouds on satellite

pictures depends on the liquid water content and on such parameters of atmospheric motion as vortici·ty and divergence of the

velocity. It means that the appearance of the clouds depends
on the physical parameters influencing the quantity of precipitation. Clouds features are described in the digital form
to have the possibility to establish the statistical relations
between the type and amount of clouds and the numerical precipitation forecasts. Dividing the sequence of the forecast errors
into certain groups according to the clouds appearance, it is

found that in the clouds with the different features the forecast
errors have different probability distribution. The modal value
of the forecast error is estimated.
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Every cloud system on a satellite picture can be described by
a five-digit word. Each digit of the word corresponds to the
particular feature of the cloud system. Using this method the
correlation between the type of the cloud system and thunderstorms intensity was found. The type of the cloud system may
also be used as additional information for the precipitation
forecasts.
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Microwave radiometry applications to remote sensing.
T. Lund (ed.), Surveillance of Environmental Pollution
and Resources by Electromagnetic Waves, p. 253-273
English

Erwin Schanda
Institute of Applied Physics, University af Berne, Switzerland
Physical fundamentals and constraints of passive microwave remote
sensing are discussed. Application areas are indicated, the
rationale for multi-wavelength operation of passive microwave
sensors is reviewed and the state of art in radiometer systems
is summarized. Examples of applications and of basic research

in meteorology and hydrology are given and a future utilization
in atmospheric science is indicated.
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Abstract

In the present paper the latest results of the recently started
measurements of the early-winter season 1977/1978 are analysed
in the described way and are compared with the earlier results

from the measurements of the advanced winter season 76/77.
Special emphasis is put on the reliability of the determination
of the snow conditions by using only a reduced number of individual measurements. Particular attention is paid to differences
between the early season snow and the advanced season snow.
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Springer-Verlag, Naturwissenschaften 65, 16 -173,
1978
English

Erwin Schanda
Insititute of Applied Physics, University of Berne, Switzerland
A short survey of application areas and selection criteria for
the different remote-sensing methods is presented. Microwave
sensing is still regarded as one of the more progressive methods

and its problem of angular resolution and the principle of synthetic-aperture radar are discussed. Experimental results of
microwave probing are presented with examples from agriculture,

meteorology, and hydrology.
Institute of Applied Physics, University of Berne
CH-3012 BERNE/Switzerland
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AGARD-Meeting Munich/Germany, September 1978
English

K.F. Kuenzi, D. Meier, A. Randegger
Institute of Appliec Physics, University of Berne, Switzerland
Microwave radiometry can be used to investigate the atmosphere
by measuring thermal emission from molecular resonances. These
measurements provide information on atmospheric temperature and
composition. A major advantage of this technique over comparable

infrared methods is the capability of microwaves to penetrate
clouds. Microwave instruments are presently being used in
satellites, aircrafts and ground based for investigations in
meteorology (temperature, atmospheric water content), and

atmospheric physics (composition of stratosphere and mesosphere).
Insitute of Applied Physics, University of Berne
CH-3012 BERNE/Switzerland
Sidlerstrasse 5
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English

J. F. Panting
Meteorological Office, Bracknell, Berks RG12 2SZ, U.K.
The automatic processing by a small computer of visible and infrared image data from meteorological satellites is described. The
process includes digitization, projection, and output in a
variety of forms. Output via a facsimile recorder has been in

experimental operational use since November 1976.

The technique

is compared with the current operational procedure.
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Department of Geography, University of Bristol, University
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6.

Abstract

A method is presented for the automatic construction of a cloudtype and cloud-amount nephanalysis. The uses to which such a
nephanalysis could be put are first considered, and then a
combination of brightness and texture measurements is used to

characterize cloud types on DMSP satellite imagery. Texture
is evaluated by measuring the standard deviation and vector
dispersion of the density values within small window areas of
the whole satellite picture, and then by a discriminant analysis
scheme window areas are allocated to one of three cloud categories and a no-cloud category. The automatic nephanalysis is
constructed by analyzing all the adjacent window areas on the

image.

The results or the analysis of visible and infrared

images show accuracies of greater than 72% far each automatic

nephanolysis.

Finally, the use of multispectral cloud image

analysis is considered in contrast to the unispectral brightness
and texture approach.

American Meteorological Society
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Radiotehnika i elektronika, 1978, Vd. 23, No. 9,
pp. 1792-1806
Russian

Akvilonova A. B., Kutuza V.G.
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and Monitoring
of Natural Environment

The results are given of theoretical and experimental research

into the emission of clouds in the 0.3-10 cm wavelength band.
Using model calculations, the impact is studied of various physical characteristics of clouds (temperature, water content, water

equivalent and moisture content) on the brightness temperature
spectrum. A study is made of the nature of the relationship
between the clouds' brightness temperatures in various wavelengths

and the zenith angle.

Calculations are made on the basis of both

ground and aircraft measurements.

A method is put forward for

determining the integral parameters of th.e atmosphere (total mass
of water vapour in the atmosphere and water equivalent of clouds)
according to VHF radiometric measurements. Estimates are made of
the permissible measurement errors for brightness temperatures in
0.8 and 0.35 cm waves with a required accuracy for the parameters
determined. Experimental data are given, obtained by measurements
from stationary ground sites, an aircraft laboratory and from the

Cosmos-243 satellite.
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6, Korolev Str.
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Russian

Allenov M.I., Bulgakov V.G.
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of Natural Environment

Survey of Soviet and foreign ground, aircraft and satellite equipment for remote sounding of the atmosphere, underlying surface and

other natural phenomena in the IR area of the spectrum.
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Andreev I. N., Grigorev Al.

Russian

A., Ivanyan G. A., Putintseva G.A.

Leningrad State University
This publication discusses questions concerning the application of
multi-zonal information from satellites of the METEOR and LANDSAT
type for hydrological purposes. Results are given of work by the
Atmospheric Physics Department of the Leningrad State University
on selecting the spectral intervals for pictures of environmental

and, in particular, hydrological phenomena which enable (according
to the authors) multi-zonal remote aerospace pictures to be taken

more effectively.
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Anekeeva L.A., Soloveva I.S.
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Monitoring of Natural Environment

6.

Abstract

This article is a survey of methods developed in the USA for
processing information about cloud cover obtained from a geestationary satellite. One characteristic of this information

is that it enables the effects of cloud movement to be
established, the movement of individual cloud tracers to be
monitored and wind data to be obtained. The "film loop"
method is described in detail as used in operational work
for calculating the wind field.
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The use of satellite information for the protection of
forests against fires
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Russian

Artsybashev E.S.
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
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Abstract

The basic meteorological factors, giving rise to a forest fire
hazard, are outlined. Future uses of information obtained from

the METEOR satellites are discussed for solving problems of
forest fire prevention.
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Abstract :

0.76~tm

oxigen band

FAO, 1978, Vol. 14, No. 10, pp. 1022-1030
Russian

Badaev V.V., Malkevich M.S.

Within the framework of the theory of single scattering,a method
is examined for determining the vertical profiles of the aerosol

optical thickness of the atmosphere and the indicatrix of scattering relating to the whole thickness of the atmosphere according
to satellite measurements of outgoing radiation in the 0.76;Um
oxygen absorption band over weak reflecting surfaces.

Sources

af errors in the method are analysed, as well as the passibility
af extrapolation of the results obtained in other areas af the
visible range af the spectrum.
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Preparation of radiosonde data for automatic processing of spectrometric information obtained from satel-

lites
Trudy GosNITS !PR, 1978, No. 9, pp. 61-66
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Russian

Barkova G.N., Khamarin V.I.
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Monitoring of Natural Environment
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Abstract

A flow chart is given for automatic preparation of radiosonde
data for processing spectrometric information obtained from

satellites.
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The possibility of using satellite VHF radiometric
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of the underlying surface
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Belich R.B., Gorelik A.G., Semiletov V.I., Frolov A.V.
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
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6.

Abstract

The possibilities are examined of applying microwave measurements

in the 0.8 cm wavelength, obtained from the METEOR satellites
during the different seasons for determining the time of the
beginning and end of ice thaw, the width of the off-shore ice
edge, and the boundary of the area of frozen ground. The use
of microwave measurements is discussed for determining the

depth of the snowcover.
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Multi-level scheme for four-dimensional numerical
analysis of geopotential using satellite data for
remote sounding of the atmosphere
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Trudy GosNITS IPR, 1978, No. 9, pp. 9-15
Russian

Belov P.N., Burtsev A.I., Utkin E.F.
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Monitoring of Natural Environment

A method of four-dimensional analysis of geopotential field is
outlined which permits the inclusion of non-synchronous satellite
data from remote sounding of the atmosphere. A polynomial
approximation of the scalar fields is used and a forecast model
of the atmosphere is used to take into the non-synchronous
observations. The method is carried out on a computer for six
isobaric surfaces in the northern hemisphere.
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Abstract

Bortnik V.N.,

Russian

Nazirov M.

State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Monitoring of Natural Environment

The consequences of measuring water level in the Aral Sea are

demonstrated on the basis of an analysis of multi-zonal photographs from the satellites METEOR 18 and 25.
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A continuous scheme for space-time numerical analysis
of one level.
Trudy GosNITS IPR, 1978, No. 9, pp. 3-8
Russian

Burtsev A.I., Belov P.N., Alpatova R.L.
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeoro.logy and
Monitoring of Natural Environment

6.

Abstract

A continuous scheme is proposed for space-time numerical analysis

of the geopotential field of one level. Interpolation of the
data at the forecast grid points is carried out using the method
of polynomial approximation of the scalar fields. The method
makes use of observational data from irregular points, as well

as forecast values of geopotential at the grid points at the time
of observation.
Numerical experiments carried out with two forecast models of the
atmosphere have shown the advantage of the continuous scheme of
analysis by comparison with a non-continuous one. They also lead
to the conclusion that the inclusion in the scheme of non-

synchronous satellite data from remote sounding of the atmosphere
has a positive effect.
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Kosmicheskaya geofizika (Materialy Vsyesoyuznogo
Seminara). L., Gidrometeoizdat, 1978, pp. 16-26
Russian

Bushuev A.V.
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Monitoring of Natural Environment

An analytical method is described for geographical referencing of
the turning points of ice boundaries and results are presented

of its practical use. The method enables the approximate coordinates of determined points to be adjusted according to a
datum and processing of a single picture, as well as of the two

following ones for the purpose of determining the drift vectors.
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The use of a combined analytical/optical-mechanical
method for geographical referencing of satellite
pictures for operational services to ships sailing
in expeditions in ice conditions.
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Kosmicheskaya geofizika (Materialy Vsyesoyuznogo
Seminara). L., Gidrometeoizdat, 1978, pp. 71-74
Russian

Bushuev A.V.
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Monitoring of Natural Environment

This paper describes an experiment using a combined method of
geographical referencing of satellite pictures for operational
services for ships' navigation.

Essentially, the method con-

sists in projecting part of the picture, which has been previously divided up by the grid into a finite number of fairly
small rectangles, on a chart of larger scale. It is shown to
be advisable to put the pictures previously into plan form by
updating reception equipment.
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Russian

Golovko V.A.
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Monitoring of Natural Environment

6.

Abstract

This article deals with a comprehensive approach towards the
problem of interpreting satellite spectrometric information,

enabling global data on the high-altitude distributions of
the most important meteorological elements to be obtained
simultaneously. The parameterization made in the paper of the
initial spectrometric information makes it possible to obtain
a small dimensional approximation of the integral equation of

the transfer and to leave aside the choice of the most informative spectral intervals.
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VHF polarization measurements from a METEOR
satellite
Trudy 4-go Vsyesoyuznogo soveschaniya po radiometeorologii. M., Gidrometeoizdat, 1978, pp. 119-121
Russian

Gorelik A.G., Semiletov V.I., Skuratova I.S.
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Monitoring of Natural Environment

The experiment with VHF radiometric polarization instrument is

a continuation of work concerned with determining the possibility
of using the microwave range for measuring meteorological parameters. The initial results from processing the satellite infor-

mation have enabled a range to be determined for brightness
temperature variations and the degree of polarization of the

earth-atmosphere system.
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The use of a priori statistical information in the
selection of parametric presentation of meteorological
elements
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Russian

Gratchev V.I., Uspensky A.B., Fedorov V.V.
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
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6.

Abstract

This paper discusses the selection of the optimal basic system
of functions in the approximation of experimental data using the
method of least squares, as well as in the numerical solution of
inverse problems of remote sounding of the atmospere. The construction of the optimal basis is based on consideration of a
priori information of a statistical nature. A numerical example
is given.
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6.

Abstract

The possibilities are considered of detecting from space the
sources of forest and turf fires and the smoke clouds connected

with them. A relationship between fires and the nature of the
underlying surface is analysed. The possibility is analysed of
studying from space the dynamics of these phenomena, their
dimensions and structure according to imagery from the Soviet

and American Meteor and ESSA satellites.
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Abstract

Possibilities are considered for the use of satellite information

in the visible (0.5- 0.7ilm) and near infrared (0.8- 1.0 um)
bands of the spectrum for studying the snowmelt process in, lowlands and mountains with a view to improving methods of hydrological forecasting. Possibilities are shown for the practical
use of multi-spectral pictures for determining the physicogeographical characteristics of river basins.
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A relationship is established on the basis of actual observations
between the intensity of natural fires in the forest-tundra of
the Tazovsky peninsula and their spectral characteristics as
reflected on multi-zonal satellite imagery.
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It is demonstrated to be possible to determine areas with clear
weather, cloud and precipitation according to measurements using
a multi-channel microwave radiometer on the basis of the absolute
value of brightness temperatures and their inter-relationship
on various wavelengths.
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It is shown to be possible to use the results of polarization
microwave measurements from satellites in the 0.8-cm range as

a means for analysing cloudiness in addition to TV and IR
pictures. A method is proposed for identifying precipitation,
as well as for determining the integral water content and
phase composition of clouds. It is based on the results of
mass calculations of brightness temperature for various meteorological conditions.
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Mesoscale surface circulation in the Caspian Sea is examined

from pictures taken from Meteor-25.

It is shown that one of

the most important interpreting signs of the circulation
structures is the pictures' brightness contrasts.
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Egorova I.R.
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6.

Abstract

From the documentation of the GATE expedition, the synoptic conditions are determined which accompany the penetration of air

masses from the subtropical latitudes of the Atlantic and African
continent into the tradewind zone. Mean values are given of the
main meteorological parameters for these air masses. It is shown

that the movement of the clouds in the cold front and intertropical convergence zone along the longitude takes place in-

dependently both on individual days and on average over the season. On the synoptic scale ITCZ cloud evolution in summer is
mainly connected with the distribution of cyclonic disturbances

in the easterly flow.
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Evidence is given of a relationship between some tonal and

structural characteristics

of multi-zonal space photographs

and the state of aggregation of water in snow and ice cover.
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6.

Abstract

The programme and results are given of a comprehensive experiment
to study snow cover using aerospace methods in the Vyatka river

basin during winter-spring 1975. The methods are explained for
determining from satellite TV pictures the position of the backline of snowmelt, the dates of the disappearance of snow, the
per cent snow cover by snow of catchment areas and the areas
simultaneously undergoing snowmelt. The reliability of data
obtained from satellite pictures is assessed according to aerial
picture results, as well as ground snow surveys. The data ob-

tained are used for constructing hydrographs of the spring
freshets on lowland rivers.
The book is intended for specialists interested in using space

information in hydrology.
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The study of the distribution and dynamics of sea ice
according to TV pictures from Meteor satellites
Provisional instructions.
132 pp.

L. Gidrometeoizdat, 1978,

Russian

State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Monitoring of Natural Environment

6.

Abstract

The instructions cover all processes involved in the processing

of TV pictures from satellites as used for studying the distribution and dynamics of sea ice.
Based on a comparison of television pictures from the Soviet
Meteor satellites with data from instrumental and visual ice
surveys, a system has been developed for decoding signs of sea

ice and the influence of their associated cloudiness on the

picture is described. The book gives algorithms and programmes
of an analytical geographical referencing using both a programmecontrol keyboard mini-computer and large universal computers, as

well as programmes and algorithms for preparing data for further
computer analysis.

For reception centres, not equipped with com-

puters, a simplified graphical-optical method of geographical
referencing is explained which ensures the necessary accuracy
for operational purposes, as well as the necessary detail in the
depiction of ice conditions. A method is considered for compiling
photomaps on television pictures roughly reduced to plan form, as
well as the drawing up of ice charts for transmission by facsimile

telegraphy and the compilation of plain-language ice surveys.
The book is intended for all reception and processing centres for
satellite information carrying out ice observations over seas,
lakes and reservoirs.
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Study of the earth's upper atmosphere
Trudy vtorogomezhdu-narodnogo simposiuma po kosmicheskoi meteorologii. M., Gidrometeoizdat, 1978
Russian

Edited by A. I, Ivanovsky and G.A. Kokin
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Monitoring of Natural Environment

Large-scale pressure phenomena in the stratosphere and mesosphere
are considered and an analysis made of seasonal and in-seasonal
re-arrangements of the temperature, pressure and wind fields in

the stratosphere and mesosphere, as well as a description of the
methods and instruments for measuring the parameters of the upper
atmosphere from rockets and for measuring the parameters of the
lower ionosphere.

The book is intended for specialists in the physics of the upper
atmosphere, dynamic meteorology and the physics of the ionosphere.
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Russian

Koprova, L.I.
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Monitoring of Natural Environment

A method is proposed for simultaneous use of multi-year observational data on the total ozone content at stations in the global
ozone measuring network and on the vertical ozone distribution

profile at ozone sounding stations. On the basis of data for
1964-1975, a global catalogue is drawn up of multi-year mean
monthly values of the vertical ozone profiles at the geographical
grid points in the northern and southern hemispheres for the
various seasons.

A similar catalogue is obtained for use as a

priori information in inverse problems of satellite meteorology.
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Ice and snow covers according to space observations
Ser. avtomatizatsiya sbora i obrabotki gidrometeorol-
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Kondrat'ev K. Ya.
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6.

Abstract

This work discusses the method and results of interpreting
pictures of the underlying surface obtained from meteorological
satellites in the visible, infrared and microwave bands of the
spectrum for the purpose of monitoring the spatial distribution
of ice and snow cover. Questions of decoding microwave pictures
are given the greatest attention considering the all-weather

usability of microwave remote display and the high information
content of microwave imagery.

The significance of the ice and

snow data is briefly considered from the point of view of studying present-day climate changes.
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Leningrad

State University

The mean accuracy in computing the total moisture content by the
methods examined is 20-25 %. The relative error in determining
the specific moisture profile in the 1000-500 mb (0-5.5 km) layer
fluctuates between 20 and 50%, whilst with a pressure of less
than 400mb it reaches 70% and more.
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The influence of aerosol attenuation on the accuracy of
ocean and air temperatures determined by remote methods

FAO, 1978, Vol. 14, No. 17, pp. 723-732
Russian

Malkevich M.S., Petrenko B.Z.
Academy of Sciences of the USSR
The available data from the literature are discussed concerning
errors in retrievals of the temperature of the underlying surface
and the vertical temperature profile according to outgoing
radiation from the earth in the 15 Jlm C02 absorption band and the

10-12#m atmospheric window connected with the non-consideratio n
of aerosol attenuation. The experimental data show the significant
contribution of aerosol to the total attenuation of radiation,
whilst according to the results of numerical experiment, aerosolrelated retrieval errors do not exceed 1 K in most cases. This
discrepancy is explained by the existence of fairly dense aerosol

phenomena (transforming into optically thin cloud) in the cold
layers of the atmosphere.

An assessment is given of the relation-

ship of the amount of calculation errors to the distribution height
and optical thickness of the layer (numerical experiment).
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the basis of satellite measurements of outgoing longwave radiation
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Russian

Kuznetsov, A.D., Timofeev, Yu. M.
Leningrad State University
The meteorological aspects are discussed of determining the
atmosphere's moisture content characteristics on the basis of
real-time measurements of outgoing long-wave radiation from the

satellite NIMBUS-4.

A comparison is made of the theoretical and

experimental values of the intensity of outgoing radiation, the
correction of parameters in the radiation model and the retrieval

of high-altitude specific humidity profiles.

Examples are given

of the retrieval and mean accuracy characteristics of the
solution to the inverse problem.
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Several methods are considered for assessing the influence of

the atmosphere, One method is recommended, based on the use of
calculated values of the coefficient of smoke content and
values of the optical thickness of the atmosphere, obtained
from indirect signs. Ways are noted for the development of
more accurate methods.
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Methods of rocket and satellite research into the
upper atmosphere
Trudy IPG, 1978, No. 36
Russian
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This work is concerned with the conduct of satellite and rocket
research into the physical characteristics of the upper atmosphere. Emphasis is given to questions of determining the
orientation and trajectories of the MR-12 rocket. Questions of
instruments are also considered with regard to rocket and satellite research into the optical characteristics of the upper
atmosphere.

The work is intended for technicians and specialists in the
field of the physics of the upper atmosphere.
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the paper is available

Russian

Mitnik L.M., Ozerkina V.V.
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Monitoring of Natural Environment

Spatial non-homogeneities in the field of brightness temperature
are noted with varying ·characteristic scales; they correspond
to data from aircraft measurements of the non-homogeneity in the

field of the water content of clouds.
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Questions are discussed concerning the determination of the phase

composition of clouds and the water equivalent in the low subinversion clouds.
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The problem is discussed of using meteorological and oceanographic
information on the state of the surface of the land needed for the
study of the global atmosphere. The problem is considered in the
light of papers and discussions at the 19th session of COSPAR.
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FAO, 1978, Vol. 14, No. 17, pp. 716-722
Russian

Naumov A. P., Rassadovsky V.A.
Academy of Sciences of the USSR
Quantitative estimates are made of the variations in brightness
temperatures in the atmosphere in the .\. 1. 35 cm H20 rotation
resonance band for observation from the earth's surface, from

aircraft and satellites caused by variations in both the total
mass Q of water vapour and by variations only in the highaltitude profiles of humidity with a fixed value of Q. Conclusions are drawn on the basis of the results obtained as to the

required accuracy for sounding the atmosphere in the \ 1. 35 cm
band for the purposes of operational determination of values of
Q and high-altitude humidity profiles. These accuracies are compared with those achieved in p-ractice with radiometric measureResult~ co~tained in the literature of establishing
humidity profiles from me_asurements of atmospheric radiation on

ments.

a number of wavelengths in the A 1. 35 cm area are interpreted.
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The influence of meso-scale eddies on sea-surface
temperature

FAO, Vol. 14, No. 7, pp. 768-777
Russian

Nelepo B.A., Kuftarkov Yu. M., Kosnyrev V.K.
Academy of Sciences of the USSR
A model is proposed of the evolution of temperature in the upper
quasi-homogenoous layer of the ocean under the influence of a
meso-scale eddy and results are given of calculating the temperature field in this layer. The potential use of this model is
discussed for the interpretation of satellite observational data.
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Kosmicheskaya geofizika {Materialy Vsyesoyuznogo
Seminara). L., Gidrometeoizdat, 1978, pp. 75-81
Russian

Nikitin P.A., Liushvin P.V.
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Monitoring of Natural Environment

It is shown to be possible in principle to use satellite VHF
information to determine ice density {three gradations) at the
end of summer and to determine zones of 1-year and multi-year
ice during the cold season. An example is given of processing

the results of measurements made in summer 1975 from METEOR-18
using a radiometer-polarimeter on the 0.8 cm wavelength. The
amount of the variationS in brightness temperature, due to the
influence of the atmosphere, is determined as well as the inean

statistical contribution of the polar atmosphere to VHF radiation during winter.
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Calculation of the statistical characteristics of the
field of outgoing long-wave radiation
Trudy GosNITS IPR, 1978, No. 9, pp. 52-60

Ovchinnikov G. I.,

Russian

Uspensky A.B.

State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Monitoring of Natural Environment

Using an equation of radiative transfer, a relationship is

established between the statistical characteristics of the
variations in radiation and the vertical statistical struc-

ture of temperature profiles and of the profiles of relative
concentration of the absorbing and radiating substance.
Expressions are obtained for the mean value of radiation

intensity and its eo-variation on the assumption that the
random deviation of temperature and relative concentration

of the absorbing and radiating substances from the mean value
are fairly small and obey the normal law of distribution.
Expressions are also found for "frequency•' moments (over various

channels for the horizontal homogeneity of the atmosphere) and
for the

11

spatial 11 and "angular" moments of the radiation field.
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One iteration algorithm for solving the inverse problem
of thermal sounding of the atmosphere.
Trudy GosNITsiPR, 1978, No. 9, pp. 36-44
Russian

Plokhenko Yu. V., Uspensky A.B.
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Monitoring of Natural Environment

The use is discussed of an interpretatio n method of conjugate
gradients for a numerical solution to the inverse problem of
thermal sounding - the vetrieval of vertical temperature
profiles according to satellite spectral measurement data.
The re-sults are given of numerical experiments demonstratin g
the method's sufficient efficacy.
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Consideratio n of cloudiness in problems of remote
sounding of the atmosphere from satellites.
Trudy GosNITsiPR, 1978, No. 9, pp. 45-51.
Russian

Plokhenko Yu. V.
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Monitoring of Natural Environment

The problem of the remote vetrival of a temperature profile in
cloudy atmosphere from satellite thermal sounding data is
considered. An algorithm is proposed for the identificatio n
and filter discriminati on of cloudiness which is suitable for

~a

a number of assumptions on the vertical structure of the

temperature profile and which does not draw on additional
information.

The results are given of a numerical experiment.
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Meteorologia i gidrologia, 1978, No. 4, pp. 14-23
Russian

Pokrovsky O.M., Denisov S. G.
Leningrad State University
This work is devoted to solving one of the components of the
problem of using satellite spectrometric information with a
dynamic stochastic approach. The spectral structure of the
spatial field of the intensity of outgoing long-wave radiation
from the atmosphere-earth system is studied for narrow spectral
intervals in the 15 pm C02 absorption band used in remote thermal
sounding of the atmosphere and geopotential on the basis of a
numerical solution to the inverse problem. An analysis of the
spectral structure of the spatial fields of outgoing radiation
enables the possibilities to be assessed of identifying meteorological phenomena on various scales from satellite measurements.
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Russian

Two methods are considered for calculating temperature at the
standard isobaric surfaces according to their altitudes. One
method is based on the use of a statics equation and the second
on statistical relationships. The results are given of calculations of temperature and of their compari&on with actual data.
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Optical-mechanical scanners for observing the earth.
Tehnika kino i televideniya, 1978, No. 6, pp- 17-21.
Russian

Selivanov A. S. et ol.
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Monitoring of Natural Environment

The performance is described of a scanning instrument for

Meteor-type satellites.

The instrument's parameters and

junction schemes are given
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A radio-television complex on experimental satellites

for observing cloud cover and the earth's surface,
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Kosmicheskayo geofizika (materialy Vsyesoyuznoyo
semina ra), L., Gid rometeoizdat, 1978, pp, 3-9
Russain

State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Monitoring of Natural Environment

The main characteristics are given of a radio-television on-board

unit for Meteor experimental satellites launched in 1974, 1976
and 1977. Two types of optical-mechanical scynning instruments
are used to obtain pictures with a resolution at the surface of
1.5 km and approximately 0.24 km and vision angles of 106° and
90°, The first type has three spectral ranges in the visible
and one in the near IR areas of the spectrum, and the second one
range in the visible and one in the near IR areas. Two radio
channels ensure transmission of the pictures. The information
is received at special ground receiving centres of the Hydro-

meteorological Service,

A description is given of the ground

receiving equipment.
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Trudy Zapadno-Sibirskogo regional' nogo NIGMI, 1978,
No. 36.
Russian

Collection papers
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Monitoring of Natural Environment

The results are given of research into regional weather forecasting

in Siberia and other regions of the Asian part of the U.S.S.R.
Practical methods are considered for the analysis and forecasting
of dangerous weather phenomena using data from meteorological
satellites and the methods of mathematical statistics.
The work is intended for the specialists of the weather service
and related branches of science and industry.
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The use of satellite information on cloud eddies for
determining pressure characteristics.
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Sovietova V. D., Grigoriev S. I.
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Monitoring of Natural Environment
From the varying structure of cloud systems fixed by meteorological satellites, the deviations from climatic mean values are
determined for surface pressure and the height of the 500-mb
surface. A method is proposed for diagnosing pressure in the
centres of cloud eddies and areas with clear weather for the
northern Atlantic.
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Russian

Trapeznikova No. B.
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Monitoring of Natural Environment

The results are given of calculations af the probability of
detecting the origin of clouds and precipitation according to
VHF radiometer (microwave) measurements. This probability is
studied in relation to the dimensions, capacity and intensity
of these phenomena (brightness temperature's contrasts) as

well as ta the characteristics of the background surrounding
them.
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An assessment of the effectiveness of using remote
sounding data in a numerical analysis of the
temperature field.
Trudy GosNITsiPR, 1978, No. 9, pp. 16-24.
Russian

Khamarin V. I.
State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
monitoring of Natural Environment

A three-dimensiona l model is considered for the method of
optimal interpolation. The results are given of an analysis
of temperature field taking into account data obtained from
Meteor - 8.
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Quantitative measurements of sea surface temperature
using the NOAA-3 Very High Resolution Radiometer

NOAA Technical Memorandum NESS 98, Washington, D.C.,
September 1978, 28 pp.

Laurence Breaker,

Jack Klein,

English
Michael Pi tts

National Environmental Satellite Service, NOAA, SFSS SFO
General Electric, SFSS SFO
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Sunnyvale, California

This report contains comparisons of satellite-inferred sea surface
temperature with ground-truth measurements at three locations.

These comparisons were based on infrared data received at Redwood

City from the Very High Resolution Radiometer aboard the NOAA-3
polar-orbiting satellite. Absolute values of sea surface temperatures were inferred using standard in-flight calibration procedures and simple models to estimate atmospheric attenuation. One

of the two models used may provide better estimates of atmospheric
attenuation under certain conditions. Excellent agreement was
found in two out of three comparisons.
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The annual variation in the global heat balance of the
earth
Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 83, No. C4,
April 1978, pp. 1958-1962
English

J.S. Ellis and T.H. Yonder Haar
S. Levitus and A.H. Oort
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado 80523
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory/NOAA, Princeton,
New Jersey 08540
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Abstract

. found
An annual variation with a range of 31 W m-2 >s
in the
global net radiation balance of the earth. The net radiation flux
values measured from satellites and the changes in total heat
content computed from independent sets of atmospheric and oceanic
data show annual variations which are consistent with each other

in both phase and magnitude. The net energy gain and loss by the
planet within a year is stored and released within the system
primarily by the oceans.
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Source of availability
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American Geophysical Union
1909 K Street, N.W.
\olashington, D.C. 20006
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Abstract

Journal of Applied Meteorology, Vol. 17, No. 4,
April 1978, pp. 536-551
English

Robert G. Feddes and Kuo-Nan Liou
Department of Meteorology, University of Utah,
Salt Lake City 84112

A radiative transfer model of spectral infrared radiation in

cloudy atmospheres is applied to the most complete set of radiance
observations currently available from the Nimbus 6 HIRS instrument.
The radiative characteristics of clouds in the High-Resolution
Infrared Sounder (HIRS) channels are investigated using the
discrete-ordinate method for approximating the solution of the
radiative transfer equation as it is applied to non-isothermal,
inhomogeneous cloudy atmospheres. A method for the estimate of
cloud compositions from multi-spectral HIRS radiances, including

both shortwave and longwave C02 channels, is developed. Theoretical calculations of the upwelling radiance at satellite altitude
for a number of thickness involving middle level and cirrus clouds
are carried out. The resulting theoretic~! radiances are then
parameterized and an empirical method to determine cloud type and

ice and water content of the clouds is described. Satellite passes
from five days over the western United States are employed to test
the empirical parameterizations of the theoretical results.

Com-

parisons of the cloud-type determinations with NOAA 4 mosaic are
shown to agree reasonably well.

Cloud ice and water content

derived from the parameterizations of the HIRS data is compared
with that obtained from the Air Force Three Dimensional Nephanalysis (3DNEPH) programme. Examples of the application of this
technique to global mapping of ice and water content are displayed.
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Source of availability

American Meteorological Society

45 Beacon Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108,
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The role of inward mixing in the dissipation of fog and
stratus
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Abstract

Monthly Weather Review, Vol. 106, No. 11, Nov. 1978,
pp. 1633-1635
English

James J. Gurka
National Environmental Satellite Service, NOAA,
Washington, D.C. 20233

Satellite imagery shows that extensive areas of radiation fog and
stratus dissipate from their outer edges inward. It is proposed
that an inward mixing process is at least partially responsible

for this inward erosion. The temperature gradient along the fog
boundary, which is produced by differential surface heating, should
set up a circulation similar to that of a sea breeze. This circulation erodes the fog along the edges as warmer, drier air sinks

and mixes into the fog.
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Chemical whitings and chlorophyll distributions in the
Great Lakes as viewed by LANDSAT
Remote Sensing of Environment, Vol. 7, No. 1, 1978,
pp. 61-72
English

Alan E. Strong
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National
Environmental Satellite Service, Washington, D.C. 20233

A chemical precipitation of calcium carbonate, or whiting, was

first observed by satellite in Lake Michigan during August 1973.
Since that initial observation similar events have been noted in
Lakes Michigan, Erie, and Ontario with imagery from LANDSAT,
SKYLAB, and NOAA satellites. By the use of LANDSAT multispectral
data together with NOAA thermal infrared data, we have observed
that whitings occur several metres below the lake surface in

relatively warm water. They are most vividly displayed during and
after periods of upwelling. As the epilimnetic waters become
super-saturated with Ca++ions during summe~ 3 triggering mechanism
(presumably biological or physical) initiates the whiting, which
then may continue for several months.

At presentr the effects on

the biota of the euphotic zone when this milky cloud is present in
the upper layers are poorly understood. However, scientists engaged in Great Lakes' circulation studies are taking advantage of
''nature's free dye tracers'' to better understand currents in the

lakes.
Subscription Department, Elsevier North-Holland, Inc.
52 Vanderbilt Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017
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Limnology and Oceanograp hy, Vol. 23, No. 5, 1978,
pp. 877-887

Alan E Strong,

English

Brian J. Eadie

National Environme ntal Satellite Service, NOAA,
Washington , D.C. 20233
Great Lakes Environme ntal Research Laboratory , NOAA,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

6.

Abstract

Reflectanc e patterns apparently from calcium carbondate (CaC03)
precipitat ion have been mapped in the Great Lakes using satellite
multispec tral imagery. The milky water phenomenon ("whiting" )
occurred regularly in summer and fall during the period studied,
1972-1975 , in Lake Ontario, Erie, and Michigan but not in Superior
and Huron. In situ data provide nearly irrefutabl e evidence that
these whitings are calcareou s.

They are attributed to supersa-

turation of CaC03 during periods of thermal stratifica tion and are
most intense in the warmer areas of the lakes. The whitings are
maximal several meters below the surface and are undoubtedl y
significan t with respect to light transmissi on, affecting the

euphotic zone and thereby photosynt hetic production .

They may

serve as lakewide markers in synoptic analysis of large-scal e
epilimnia l horizontal motions.
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Satellite data set for solar incoming radiation studies
NOAA Technical Memorandum NESS 96, Washington, D.C.,
May 1978, 36 pp.
English

J. Don Tarpley, Stanley R. Schneider, J. Emmett Bragg, and
Marshall P. Waters,
National Environmental Satellite Service, NOAA, Washington, D.C.
The National Environmental Satellite Service (NESS) collected and
processed Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)
data in the summer of 1977 as part of a joint experiment with the
Great Plains Agricultural Council (GPC) to determine if incoming
solar radiation could be inferred from satellite data. The satellite data collection effort entailed the calculation of cloud
amount, cloud brightness, mean target brightness, precipitable
water, and surface pressure for 50-km areas over the Great Plains.

Sixty-three days of satellite data were collected.
set of pyranometer data was obtained by the GPC.
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Abstract

Analysis of Lightning data from the DMSP satellite
Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 83, No. ClO,
October 1978, pp. 5019-5024
English

B.N. Turman
Air Force Technical Applications Center,
Patrick Air Force Base, Florida 32925

A lightning detector, consisting of 12 silicon photodiodes, each
with a field of view of 700 x 700 km on the Earth, has been flown
on a Defense Meteorologic al Satellite Programme satellite. Peak
amplitude of the lightning flash was digitized within a range of
16 discrete levels, and the largest amplitude observed within a
1-s sample interval was recorded. Approximatel y 10 000 lightning
flashes were analysed. The frequency of occurrence of peak lightning power within the range 108-1olO 'W has been obtained. The
median power level was 1 x 108 W, and about 2 %of the lightning
flashes had peak power greater than 1010 W. These data are compared to similar results from a ground-based experiment. Light-

ning flash rate per unit area of cloud cover in a storm complex

was 4 x 10-Ss-lkm- 2 . The lon3-term flash rate per unit surface
area on the earth was 6 x 10- s-lkm- 2 , but this value may be
biased toward high rates by the method of selecting the data base.
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Technique to use satellite microwave spectrometer data
in moisture budget studies of cyclones

Monthly Weather Review, Vol. 106, No. 11, November 1978,
pp. 1627-1633
English

P.A. Davies and D.E. Wolf

SRI International, Menlo Park, CA 94025
This note focuses on a new method of analysis, suitable for use
with data from satellite microwave spectrometers, that may benefit
hydrometeorological analysis and prediction. The method being
proposed involves application of spectral microwave and infrared

data such as available from the NIMBUS 6 SCAMS/HIRS and NIMBUS 5
ESMR experiments, or similar data forthcoming from NIMBUS G and
TIROS-N, to examine the moisture budget of storm areas over oceans.

Exploratory computations obtained by testing the proposed technique
on a limited sample of available data are presented. Capabilities
and limitations are noted.
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Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 83, No. C4,
April 1978, pp. 1929-1934
English

Fred M. Vukovich and Bobby W. Crissman
Research Triangle Institute, Research Triangle Park,
North Carolina 27709

An intense narrow intrusion of warm Gulf

~tream

water into the

Sargasso Sea was detected by the NOAA 4 satellite in late April
1975. Analysis of satellite-derived sea surface temperature
distribution and in situ data obtained within the intrusion indicated that the intrusion was a shallow zone (extending from the
surface to about 200 m) of warm, less saline (in relation to the
Sargasso Sea) Gulf Stream water about 95 km wide and extending
210 km in the north-south direction. The intrusion turned eastward in a cyclonic pattern, the southern portions extending

another 150 km to the southeast.

Southward flow was detected at

the surface in the north-south portion of the intrusion with an

average speed of approximately l m/s. The geostrophic computations
suggested that the maximum depth of the zone of southward flow was
about 200 m. Existing evidence suggested that the intrusion
developed about on 9 April, 1975, following an intense coastal
storm.
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Further studies of a cold eddy on the eastern side of
the Gulf Stream using satellite data and ship data
Journal of Physical Oceanography, Val. 8, No. 5,
September 1978, pp. 838-845
English

Fred M. Vukovich and Bobby W. Crissman
Research Training Institute, P.O. Box 12194,
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

A cold eddy was observed in late March and early April 1975 to
encounter the eastern boundary of the Gulf Stream and entrain warm
Gulf Stream water into its outer fringes. Available evidence
indicated that the entrainment of Gulf Stream water in the western
and southern portions of the eddy enhanced the density stratification creating available potential energy which led to an increase
in kinetic energy in those regions. A secondary, cold perturba-

tion with a high-salinity core was detected south of the centre
of the cold eddy. It was not clear from the data whether the conversion of available potential energy into kinetic energy increased

the kinetic energy of the cold eddy, produced the secondary perturbation, or both.
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Atmospheric trace gases and land and sea breezes at the
Sepik River coast of Papua New Guinea
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Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 83, No. Cl,
July 1978, pp. 3672-3674

P.E. Wilkniss,

R.A. Lamontagne,

English
R.E. Larson, and J.W. Swinnerton

U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375
222
Trace gas measurements (
Rn, CO, CH4), weather satellite images,
and conventional meteorological observations established the existence of a pronounced land and sea breeze regime at the Sepik River

coast. Its interaction with the synoptic wind field was evaluated.
Considerable natural variability of atmospheric CO and CH4 was observed. CC1 4 behaved similarly to man-made CCl3F.
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The impact of satellite-derived temperature profiles on
the energetics of NMC analyses and forecasts during the
August 1975 Data Systems Test
Monthly Weather Review, Vol. 106, No. 3, March 1978,
pp. 390-398
English

Alvin J. Miller
Christopher M. Hoyden
NOAA/National Meteorological Center, Washington, D.C. 20233
NOAA/Meteorological Satellite Laboratory, Washington, DC.20233

Standard atmospheric energy budget computations are made for
three distinct sets of Northern Hemisphere synoptic analyses
prepared from data gathered during the August 1975 Data System
Test. The first analysis set (System l) included all data, the
second (System 2) all but the satellite temperature retrievals
(excepting some retained in the Southern Hemisphere for analysis
model stability), and the third (System 3) all but the rawinsondes. Our results indicate that significant differences occur
in the energetics of the analyses. In particular, there is a
significant loss of longitudinal variance in an analysis based

mainly on satellite retrievals, as compared to that based mainly
on rawinsonde data. In addition, forecasts by the NMC 6-layer
numerical model initiated from System 1 and 2 analyses were
evaluated for forecast periods from 00 to 72 h. It appears that
this forecast model is sensitive to variations supplied by the
initial data sets, but only to 12 h. Thereafter the forecast
energetics are controlled by the model physics, and energy differences evolving from the different data sets remain constant
in time.
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Stereagraphic cloud heights from imagery of SMS/GDES
satellites
Geophysical Research Letters, Vol. 5, No. 1, Jan. 1978,
pp. 21-24

R.A. Minzner\

1

W.E. Shenk ,

English
2

R.D. Teagle , and J. Steranka

3

~Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Defense Mapping Agency, Topographic Center, 6500 Brooks Lane
washington, D.C. 20315
3
General Electric Company, 5050 Powder Mill Road, Beltsville,
Maryland 20705

6.

Abstract

Stereographic pairs of SMS/GOES images, generated simultaneously
by the spin-scan cameras of each of two geostationary satellites

(SMS 1 and SMS 2, separated by 32 degrees of longitude on February 17, 1975), have been analysed photogrammetrically to yield
cloud heights with a two-sigma uncertainty of 500 metres. The
32-degree angle between the image plane of the two satellites,
plus the distortions involved in transferring the image of a near-

ly full hemisphere of the earth onto a plane, required the development of a special instrument to permit stereographic compilation.

Cloud heights measured stereographically compared favourably with
heights of the same clouds measured by radar and IR methods. The
same SMS image pairs were used to measure mountain-top heights

with a mean deviation of 0.24 km from cartographic values.
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Atmospheric structure deduced from routine Nimbus 6
satellite data
Monthly Weather Review, Vol. 106, No. 9, September 1978,
pp. 1340-1352
English

Vance Moyer, James R. Scoggins, Nine-Min Chou and Gregory S. Wilson
Department of Meteorology, Texas A&M University,
College Station 77843

The qualities of various data deduced from temperatures and dew
points inferred from Nimbus 6 High Resolution Infrared Radiation
Sounder (HIRS) and Scanning Microwave Spectrometer (SCAMS) radiances are assessed by comparison with similar data from weighted
means of the rawinsonde observations (raobs) that bracketed the
time of the satellite orbit across the east central United States
for a case study on 25 August 1975. With notable exceptions, the
HIRS-SCAMS temperature profiles are fairly good approximations of
the weighted-mean raob profiles; those exceptions occur near the
tropopause. There are large discrepancies between the two sets of

dew-point profiles at all levels that lead to questionable determination of precipitable water from satellite information. Thicknesses of layers suffer largest discrepancies at highest levels.

Airmass stability may be appraised fairly reliably in regions of
marked stability, much less dependably in unstable areas. There
was no obvious correlation between the magnitudes of the discrepancies and the patterns of cloudiness observed either from the ground

or from images from the GOES-East geostationary satellite.
Gridding both the satellite and the raob data objectively on constant-pressure surfaces by the Barnes technique improves the degree
of compatibility of the analyses. Standard deviations of the discrepancies between raob and·satellite fields generally are larger
than the average discrepancies themselves. Both the mean and the
standard deviation of the discrepancies in geopotential height and
in wind generally increase with altitude. The average discrepancies in temperature and dew point typically decrease with height in
the troposphere and increase in the lower stratosphere; and the
standard deviations in temperature and dew-point discrepancies are

approximately constant with height.
The magnitudes of the discrepancies between raob and Nimbus 6 data
suggest that further improvement in satellite data is desired if
these data are to be used as the principal base for synoptic analysis.

However, a fair degree of reliance may be placed on the

satellite data over areas from which conventional data are lacking.
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fro~

visible and infrared SMS-1

Remote Sensing of Environment, Vol. 7,
pp. 85-92

~lo,

l, 1978

English

Joann Parikh
Computer Science Canter, University of Maryland,
College Park, MD 20742

The success of a statistical classification-design sample model

in discriminating cloud-type samples of visible and infrared
meteorological satellite data depends on the selection of the
design parameters for the system and the ability of the labelled
design samples to characterize and discriminate class patterns

within the given geographical region.

In a companion study by

Parikh (1977), pattern recognition design parameters were exami-

ned for a four-class problem and a three-class problem for NOAA-1
cloud data. The purpose of this study was to evaluate pattern
recognition systems designed in the previous study on SMS-1
design and test sets. Experiments were conducted for both a
four-class problem (separation of ''low'', ''mix'', ''cirrus'', and
''cumulonimbus'' samples) and a three-class problem (separation
of 'iow'', ''cirrus'', and ''cumulonimbus'' samples). For the fourclass problem, decreases in classification accuracy ranging from

4% and ll% occurred when the pattern recognition systems were
designed and tested on two different data sets selected from the
same satellite orbit.

A similar decrease was not observed for

the well-defined three-class problem.
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Effects of cloud size and cloud particles on satelliteobserved reflected brightness
Journal of Atmospheric Sciences, Vol. 35, No. 1,
January 1978, pp. 160-164
English

David W. Reynolds, Thomas B. McKee and Kelvin S. Danielson
Department of Atmospheric Science, Colorado State University,
Fort Collins, Cola. 80523

The relationship between a cumulus clouds' brightness, horizontal
dimension and internal microphysical structure are investigated.

Cumulus clouds located over the South Park region of Colorado are
observed by the SMS-2 satellite and their brightness and size are
determined.

Aircraft observations were made in-cloud to obtain

the drop size distributions and liquid water content (LWC) of the
cloud. A Monte Carlo cloud model is used to imitate the sun-satellite-cloud geometry in an effort to understand the role of cloud
size and microphysical structure in affecting cloud brightness.
Results show that for clouds of optical thickness between 20 and
60 (i.e., LWC of 0.037 gm-3 and 0.11 gm-3 for a 2 km deep cloud),
information about a cloud's U-/C may be obtained through monitoring
cloud brightness for clouds of uniform depth and variable width.
Theoretical results using this Monte Carlo method approximate very
closely the relative brightness changes of clouds of the size and
depth monitored by the SMS-2 satellite for these few days. Theory
and observations both conclude that a cloud having a width to depth
ratio of approximately 10:1 (and constant optical thickness) is
nearly reaching its maximum brightness. Theory predicts that geometric factors affect cloud brightness more than microphysical
changes.
It is also discussed that the previously reported work on the cloud
height-cloud brightness relationship may indeed be seeing increasing horizontal size changes (size being related to height) with
finite small perturbations on top of the growing cloud slowing its
approach to maximum brightness.
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Meteorological satellites in support of weather
modification
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society,
Vol. 59, No. 3, March 1978, pp. 269-281
English

David W. Reynolds, Thomas H. Yonder Haar, and Lewis 0. Grant
Department of Atmospheric Science, Colorado State University,
Ft. Collins, Cola. 80523

During the past several years, many weather modification programmes have been incorporating meteorological satellite data into

both the operations and the analysis phase of these projects.
This has occurred because of the advancement of the satellite as
a mesoscale measurement platform, both temporally and spatially,
and as the availability of high quality data has increased. This
paper surveys the applications of meteorological satellite data
to both summer and winter weather modification programmes.

A

description of the types of observations needed by the programmes
is given, and an assessment of how accurately satellites can
determine these necessary parameters is made.
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Monthly Weather Review, Vol. 106, No. 8, August 1978,
pp. 1214-1218
English

David W. Reynolds, Marvin L. Brown, Eric A Smith and
Thomas H. Yonder Haar
Department of Atmospheric Sciences, Colorado State University,
Fort Collins 80523

A technique is presented for discriminating different cloud types
through an image substraction of visible and infrared SMS/GOES
picture pairs.

The technique emphasizes how one could separate

snow from clouds and identify cirrus by the substraction method.
Quantitative threshold values are shown which can be used in an
objective manner to make this separation.

Use is made of an all-digital image display device allowing such
mathematical operations to be performed on satellite data. Techniques such as this can be made operational through the inter-

facing of the image analysis system with a direct-readout SMS/GOES
ground station and distribution network.
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Interpretation of a Landsat image of an unusual flood
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English

Charles J. Robinove
EROS Program, U,S. Geological Survey, EGS-Mail Stop 730,
Reston, VA 22090

A Landsat image of part of the flooded area of Cooper Creek,
Queensland, Australia, in February 1974, shows large dark areas
within the flooded valley. The dark areas are believed to be wet,
but unflooded, areas of dark alluvial soil. These striking
features, which have not previously been identified on Landsat
images, must be properly interpreted so as not to confuse them

with clear water.
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Satellite inferred surface albedo over northwestern
Africa
Journal of Atmospheric Sciences, Vol. 35, No. 3,
March 1978, pp. 513-522
English

A.A. Rockwood and S.K. Cox
Department of Atmospheric Science, Colorado State University,
Fort Collins 80523

A technique has been developed from simultaneous satellite and
aircraft data that allows the magnitude and gradient of the earth's
surface albedo to be inferred from satellite measurements of the
earth-atmosphere system brightness. The technique uses the visible brightness observations from the SMS-1 geosynchronous satellite made during the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE) in
1974. Direct albedo measurements from aircraft verified an clbedo
range of from 50 %over the Sahara Desert to 7 %over the wet
tropical rainforests. The technique is used to study the changes
in the physical characteristics of the surface of northwestern
Africa's Sahel region between July and September, 1974. Changes
in the gradient of surfae-e albedo and area! extent of various

vegetation types are inferred. The albedo values calculated
through the application of this technique should be incorporated
into the numerical and analytic models of the atmosphere that have
recently been used to study local circulation patterns and precipitation trends.
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Estimation of rates of frontogenesis and frontolysis in

the North Pacific ocean using satellite and surface
meteorological data from January 1977
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Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 83, No. C9,
September 1978, pp. 4545-4550
English

Gunnar I. Roden
David F. Paskausky
Department of Oceanography, University of Washington,
Seattle, Washington 98195
Office of Naval Research, NSTL Station, Mississippi 39529
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Abstract

A simple prognostic model based on Ekman dynamics and available
satellite sea surface temperature and wind data is used to estimate
rates of frontogenesis and frontolysis in the central North

Pacific in the winter of 1977.

The computed patterns and rates

are compared to those sensed by satellite, and reasonable agreement is found. In the subtropical region, frontogenetic and
frontolytic bands tend to occur in pairs, an occurrence which is
attributed to a wind stress maximum over the area. Typical

observed frontogenetic rates are 0.5-lOC/100 km per week.
computed rates underestimate the observed ones.
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Abstract

In November 1975, typhoon June formed in the Philippine Sea and
was observed by the scanning microwave spectrometer on the Nimbus 6
satellite. This instrument measures thermal radiation emitted by
the earth in the microwave band of oxygen, a water vapor line, and
a transmittance window in between. The oxygen band measurements

provide temperature maps, which show a single peak at the eye of
the typhoon that changes in amplitude with time. The water line
and window measurements are transformed into a co-ordinate system
in which the atmospheric variables of column water vapor content

and cloud liquid water content are mutually orthogonal.

The vapor

showed a broad maximum around the typhoon while it was intensify-

ing. More structure developed in the vapor as the typhoon weakened.
Inside the typhoon, surface roughness and white water induced by
the wind are evident in the measurements. By assuming that the
troposphere was saturated with respect to water vapor inside the
typhoon, surface wind speed and cloud liquid water content are inferred. The temperature and the wind inferred from the microwave
measurements show time and sPace correlations that are expected in

light of the thermal wind equation.

Comparisons are made with

infrared cloud imagery and aircraft reconnaissance flight data. In
the microwave-aircraft data comparison the corresponding parameters
show somewhat different time variation, which we attribute to the

fact that the eye of the typhoon was not resolved in the microwave
images.
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NOAA Technical Memorandum NESS 95, Washington, D.C.,
March 1978, 75 pp.
English

Arthur Schwalb
Office of Systems Integration, National Environmental Satellite
Service, NOAA, Washington, D.C.

The TIROS-N satellite is scheduled for launch in mid-1978.

This

third generation environmental satellite will carry instruments
that can provide data to meet stated requirements in support of

both day-to-day environmental monitoring and global research programmes. The satellite system is a co-operative effort of the
United States, the United Kingdom, and France. General information
about the spacecraft, its orbit, and its instruments are presented.

Details on the real-time data links are included for those planning to receive these data from the spacecraft.
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NIMBUS 3/ATS 3 observations of the evolution of hurricane
Camille
Journal of Applied Meteorology, Vol. 17, No. 4, April
1978, pp. 458-476
English

William E. Shenk and Edward B. Rodgers
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. 20771
Three periods within the life cycle of Hurricane Camille (1969) are
examined with radiometric and camera measurements from Nimbus 3 and
camera information from ATS 3 in conjunction with conventional information. These periods are the deepening phase, the interaction

of Camille with mid-latitude westerlies, and the excessive rainproducing period when the cyclone was over the central Appalachlans.

Just prior to significant deepening, the Nimbus 3 Medium Resolution
Infrared Radiometer (MRIR) window and water vapor channels showed a
band of developing convection that extended to the cirrus level in
the southeastern quadrant of the storm which originated from the
ITCZ.

Low-level wind fields were derived from conventional sources

as well as from cumulus clouds tracked from a series of ATS 3 images. Within this band were low-level 30 kt winds that supplied
Camille with stronq inflow where the air passed over sea surface
temperatures that were 1-3 standard deviations above normal.

At the beginning of the rapid deepening the MRIR radiometer measurements indicated a rapid contraction of the central dense overcast
and then an expansion as the maximum deepening rate occurred. Simul-

taneously, the increase in the MRIR equivalent blackbody temperatures (Tse.J indicated the development of large-scale subsidence
throughout the troposphere northwest of the centre. When Camille
weakened as it moved over the lower Mississippi Valley, thecyclone
acted as a partial obstruction to the synoptic-scale flow and increased the subsidence west and north of the cyclone centre as in-

dicated by the increase in water vapor Tssand verified by threedimensional trajectories. Increased cloud-top elevations, aRProaching the levels reached when Camille was an intense cyclone over the

Gulf of Mexico, were estimated from the Nimbus 3 High Resolution
Infrared Radiometer (HRIR) measurements on 20 August 1969, when
Camille produced rains of major flood proportions near the east
slopes of the Appalachians in central Virginia.
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Comparison of satellite-deduced cloud heights with indications from radiosonde and ground-based laser
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Journal of Applied Meteorology, Vol. 17, No. 12,
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Mesoscale Applications Branch, National Environmental Satellite
Service, Madison, WI 53706
*Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization,
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Abstract

Cloud altitudes specified from the Infrared Temperature Profile
Radiometer on the Nimbus 5 satellite are compared with simultaneous observations by radiosonde and ground-based ranging measurements conducted with the lidar system at CSIRO in Aspendale,
Victoria, Australia, during September 1976. The results show that
the cloud altitudes deduced by the C02 channel absorption method
are in general agreement with the lidar and radiosonde determinations, regardless of the cloud opacity and amount.
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Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 83, No. C9,
September 1978, pp. 4501-4522
English

Richard Legeckis
National Environmental Satellite Service, Washington,D.C.20233
The recent improvement of infrared scanners on the polar and
geostationary environmental satellites operated by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration has enabled the detection
of many sea surface temperature fronts associated with ocean
currents and upwelling. The present capabilities and limitations
of these satellites in ocean applications are summarized. Exam-

ples of infrared imagery are used to illustrate the horizontal
temperature distribution at the ocean thermal fronts. It is
postulatedthat future improvements in satellite systems will
increase further our capability to detect ocean fronts.
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6.

Abstract

Increasing world population, decreasing grain reserves and current
farm total income levels have aroused interest in new methods that
may lead to increased crop production across the Great Plains.
Precipitation modification schemes are one such method. Success
depends on many factors, especially knowledge of cumulus cloud
characteristics during the growing season. We present some cumu-

lus cloud statistics for the months May-September based on analysis of once-per-day satellite products for a limited region (western Kansas) and show that frequency, size and distance between cu-

mulus elements vary substantially on a monthly and yearly basis
across the study area.

More clouds were recorded in the northwest

and southeast portions of the study region. Areas of highest
cloud numbers migrated from southeast to northwest from May to
September for any given year and for the four-year sample. Eightysix per cent of all observed clouds had radii less than 4 km with
clouds more closely spaced across the central part of the study
area. Results should be useful in energy budget, evapotranspiration and other research efforts as well as weather modification
programmes.
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Monthly Weather Review, Vol. 106, No. 12, December 1978,
pp. 1725-1734
English

Michael Matson, E. Paul McClain, David F. McGinnis, Jr., and
John A. Pritchard
NOAA/National Environmental Satellite Service,
Washington, D.C. 20233

On 28 July 1977 an unusually cloud-free nighttime thermal infrared
image of the midwestern and northeastern United States from the
NOAA 5 satellite enabled detection of more than 50 urban heat islands. Analysis of digital data from the satellite for selected
cities yielded maximum urban-rural temperature differences ranging
from 2.6 to 6.5°C. Through computer enhancement and enlargement
of the satellite imagery, the urban heat islands of St. Louis,
Washington, DC, and Baltimore can be depicted at a usable scale as
large as 1:500 000. A comparison of the enhanced thermal infrared
imagery with the 1970 U.S. Census maps of urbanized areas for the
three cities indicates the extent of possible urbanization changes
in the last seven years.
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6.

Abstract

The infrared capabilities of the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) are analysed to obtain multiyear time
histories of Gulf Stream meanders. Radiative transfer calculations using monthly mean profiles of atmospheric temperature
and moisture are shown to overestimate cloud-free equivalent

soundings by 2-5 K.

A simple relation is derived between tem-

perature at the satellite, sea

surface temperature, and trans-

missivity of the atmosphere at 11.6 urn which allows an observer
to determine if a known sea surface temperature gradient is observable from GOES knowing only the precipitable water content
along the slant path to the spacecraft. More than 2 years of
GOES observations of Gulf Stream meanders are analysed as a
randomly spaced time series using least squares spectral analysis;

the dominant periods in the spectra, based on 1976--1978 data, are
250, 65, and 10 days in the Gulf of Mexico: 30 and 6 days off
Onslow Bay, North Cnrolinn:

and 45 and 5 days off New England.

A summary of the meanders between the Yucatan Strait ond the
Grand Banks shows that the largest latitudinal variability is
associated with the Gulf Loop Current. Comparison of meander
periods with least squares spectra of historical Florida Current
transports suggests that meanders in the Guld of Mexico are
related to variability with 4- to 16-day and 40- to lOO-day
periods in the flow.
American Geophysical Union, 1909 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 2006
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Monthly Weather Review, Vol. 106, No. 9, September 1978,
pp. 1380-1383
English

D.F. McGinnis, Jr., and S.R. Schneider
National Environmental Satellite Service, NOAA,
Washington, D.C. 20233

Estimates of snow cover area (SCA) from analyses of operational
environmental satellite data have been produced since 1974. Dailyand even half hourly, images monitor changes in the SCA where continuous surveillance of the snowpack is necessary to accurately

predict runoff and flood potential. A case of rapid melt of an
extensive, but shallow, snow cover in Arizona is examined.
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Evaluation of errors in derived clear column radiances
Remote Sensing of the Atmosphere: Inversion Methods and
Applications, edited by A.L. Fymat and V.E. Zuev, 1978,
pp. 55-59
English

Larry McMillin
National Environmental Satellite Service, Suitland, Md. 20233,
USA

The derivation of temperature and humidity profiles from satellite
radiance measurements is a complex process. Evaluations of the
resulting profiles using other instruments such as radiosondes
provide accuracy estimates for the system as a whole, but provide
little insight into areas where improvements can be made. Use of

simulated data provides an estimate of truth for all the intermediate steps and thus allows a determination of the factors affecting the accuracy of individual steps in the process.
A set of simulated radiances was used to evaluate the procedure

used by the National Environmental Satellite Service (NESS) to
produce clear-column radiances from Vertical Temperature Profile

Radiometer (VTPR) data.

These results demonstrated that uncertam-

ties in the sea surface temperatures and humidity profiles used in
the calculation of a clear radiance for the window channel are the

biggest sources of error in the system.

Multiple cloud layers

produce errors in individual estimates of clear radiances, but
screening procedures are able to detect and reject these cases.

For channels with weighting functions peaking at heights above the
400 mb level, accurate clear radiance values can be produced over
cloudy areas.

In the past, the lack of impact has been attributed to errors in
the retrievals. However, the VTPR system deletes about twenty per
cent of the possible soundings because the areas are too cloudy.
These are the meteorologically important areas which are most like-

ly to impact a forecast. The results of this study indicate that
useful soundings down to about 500 mb can be derived.
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An improved technique for obtaining clear radiances from
cloud-contaminated radiances

Monthly Weather Review, Vol. 106, No. 11, November
pp. 1590-1597

197~

English

Lorry M. McMillin
National Environmental Satellite Service, Washington, D.C.20233
To obtain temperature profiles from radiances measured from satellites, the radiances are first corrected for cloud contamination
in the field of view. Many current techniques assume identical

cloud heights in adjacent fields of view and employ a comparison
of radiances measured in adjacent scan spots. When multiple
cloud levels occure, the resulting radiances are in error. Until
now, there has been no reliable means of identifying these areas;
such a means is presented here. Use of this technique resulted
in increased coverage and accuracy of the derived clear radiances

when compared with the current operational method.
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Abstract

To test the impact of high-resolution Nimbus-6 sounding data on
Australian region forecasts, two parallel analysis/forecas t cycling experiments were carried out, using data for 14 days during

August and September 1975.

In one of these cycles, only conven-

tional data and manual interpretation of satellite imagery were

used as input, while the other cycle used conventional and
Nimbus-6 sounding data. A manual mean sea level pressure analysis was used in each cycle to provide reference level information
over the oceans.
Two series of 24 h limited area prognoses were prepared from ~se
two sets of analyses, using the primitive equations prognosis

model developed at the Australian Numerical Meteorology Research
An average improvement in geopotential forecasts of more
than 5 skill score points was achieved at all levels over the
Australian continent when the Nimbus-6 data were included in the
Centre.

base analyses. Also, signi fie ant reduction-s were obtained in
24 h forecast root-mean-square (rms) temperature errors.
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Estimating tropical cyclone central pressure and outer
winds from satellite microwave data

Monthly Weather Review, Vol. 106, No. 10, October 1978,
pp. 1458-1464
English

Stanley Q. Kidder, William M. Gray and Thomas H. Yonder Haar
Department of Atmospheric Science, Colorado State University,
Fort Collins 80523

A technique is proposed for estimating tropical cyclone central
pressure and surface wind speeds outside of the radius of maximum

wind speed from the 55.45 GHz channel of the Scanning Microwave
Spectrometer on board the Nimbus-6 satellite. The method was
developed using measurements over eight typhoons and five hurri-

canes during 1975.
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English

William W. Kuhlow and Gory C. Chatters
Space Science and Engineering Center, University of Wisconsin,
Madison 53706

A procedure has been developed to accurately measure cloud motion
winds from the three-axis stabilized geosynchronous Applications
Technology Satellite (ATS 6) without having to rely on its attitude sensor measurements. Attitude changes for this satellite
were large enough to result in unacceptably large wind speed errors ~ 10 m s-1) if not properly accounted for. The attitude-

angle telemetry data which accompanied each ATS 6 image did not
contain sufficient accuracy to account for the attitude changes
as observed in the imagery; consequently, a methodology was developed whereby attitude changes between consecutive images (as a
function of scan-line number) were accounted for in wind computations by measurements from the imagery itself by measuring the
earth-edge displacements between the successive infrared images.
In addition, obvious and distracting image distortions caused by
variable horizontal offsets between alternate mirror-scan lines
were removed using an image matching procedure.
Using an interactive video system, cloud motion winds of low-level
cumulus were measured from a time sequence of three ATS 6 images
(14 July 1974) in which the earth-edge displacement measurements
were used to account for the attitude changes. The winds were
then compared to coinciding- winds measured from the spin-stabilized
Synchronous Meteorological Satellites (SMS l) images. The generally high quality of SMS 1 wind measurements made them an excellent reference against which ATS 6 winds could be compared. The
rms magnitude of the wind vector differences for individual small
clouds which were identified in both sets of imagery was 1.6 m s-1,
and 1.3 m s-1 for wind vector differences derived from wind field
values .interpolated to 2° grid points. These values are essentially the same as the reproducibility limits for independently produced SMS 1 wind sets measured from the same imagery; therefore we
conclude that it is possible to measure cloud motion winds from a
three-axis stabilized synchronous satellite that are comparable
in accuracy to those currently derived from spin-stabilized satellites of equivalent resolution.
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W.H. Ledsham and D.H. Staelin
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, and
Research Laboratory of Electronics, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge 02139, U.S.A.

An extended Kalman-Bucy filter has been implemented for atmospheric temperature profile retrievals from observations made using

the Scanned Microwave Spectrometer (SCAMS) instrument carried on
the Nimbus-6 satellite. This filter has the advantage that it
requires neither stationary statistics in the underlying processes
nor linear production of the observed variables from the variables

to be estimated.

This extended Kalman-Bucy filter has yielded

significant performance improvement relative to multiple regression retrieval methods.

A multi-spot extended Kalman-Bucy filter has also been developed
in which the temperature profiles at a number of scan angles in a
scanning instrument are retrieved simultaneously.

These multi-

spot retrievals are shown to outperform the single-spot Kalman
retrievals.
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P.G. Abel and W.L. Smith, *A. Arking
National Environmental Satellite Service, NOAA, Washington, D.C.
*Goddard Space Flight Center, NASA, Greenbelt, Maryland

A fast and reliable model is formulated for determining the transmission in an atmosphere with an arbitrary temperature and water
vapor profile. The transmission model uses eigenvectors of eovariance matrices generated from a statistical sample of atmospheric conditions, for which temperature and water vapor profiles
are specified and transmittances are calculated using a line-by-

line method.

A matrix which relates the coefficients of the

transmittance eigenvectors to those of the temperature/water
vapor eigenvectors is determine·d by least-squares regression on

the sample data set. Application of the model to the 16 spectral
channels of the 3.7.llm to 151, m region observed by the Nimbus-6
HIRS instrument indicates that the transmittance model reproduces
the line-by-line computations to an accuracy of better than 1,5
per cent for most spectral regions.

The computer time required

for specifying the transmission in each of the 16 HIRS channels
at 40 levels, for an arbitrary temperature and moisture profile,

is about 15 msec on an IBM 360/195 computer.
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National Environmental Satellite Service, NOAA, SFSS SFO,
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This report contains comparisons of satellite-inferred sea surface temperature with ground-truth measurements at three locations. These comparisons were based on infrared data received

at Redwood City from the Very High Resolution Radiometer aboard
the NOAA-3 polar-orbiting satellite. Absolute values of sea surface temperatures were inferred using standard in-flight calibration procedures and simple models to estimate atmospheric attenu-

ation.

One of the two models used may provide better estimates

of atmospheric attenuation under certain conditions.
agreement was found in two out of three comparisons.
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The case for an expanded digital WEFAX
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society,
Vol. 59, No. 9, September 1978, pp. 1145~1149
English

C.L. Bristor
Certified Consulting Meteorologist, 309 North Manchester Street,
Arlington, Va. 22203

Arguments are presented in support of an intermediate band-width
rebroadcast service that would make geostationary satelliteimage
data in digital form available frequently to a broader base of
users. The appeal of locally available animated cloud motion display is stressed along with the expanding impact of quantitative
observables being extracted from digital imagery. By appropriate
investment in uplink and rebroadcast facilities, a variety of
potential users could acquire data that would be adequate for
many operational applications for a fraction of the cost involved
in handling present digital image transmissions.
American Meteorological Society
45 Beacon Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108, U.S.A.
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Harold J. Brodrick
National Environmental Satellite Service, NOAA,
Washington, D.C. 20233

The dir~ct synoptic application of radiances measured in the
695 cm- channel of the 15,<tm carbon dioxide band by the vertical
sounding instruments aboard the NOAA operational satellites is
described. The radiation measured in this channel is emitted
from a layer centered around 150-100 mb, or above the level of
the polar jet stream and tropopause. In this region above the
baroclinic zone of the polar front, the horizontal temperature
gradient is the reverse of that found in the troposphere. It is
demonstrated that mapped radiance patterns are quite useful for
describing the upper tropospheric circulation features at 300 mb,
and that the gradients are well related to 300 mb wind speeds in
and near the polar jet stream.
American Meteorological Society

45 Beacon Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108,
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A recent eruption of Kilauea Volcano on the island of Hawaii is
examined via photographs from both geostationary and polar orbiting satellites. The meteorological effects of the volcanic effluent cloud on the state of Hawaii and adjacent Pacific regions
are described.
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Radiance estimates from truncated observations
Journal of Applied Meteorology, Vol. 17, No. 11,
November 1978, pp. 1711-1715
English

David S. Crosby and Kenneth S. Glasser
National Environmental Satellite Service, NOAA, and
The American University, Washington, D.C.

In many experiments where radiation emitted from the surface or

lower atmosphere is to be measured, a fundamental difficulty is
the presence of clouds. In this paper a technique is developed
and described which uses a number of small fields-of-view to
estimate the clear radiance. Specifically, it is assumed that
some of these small fields-of-view are cloud-free and that the
difference between the measured radiance from these cloud-free
areas is due to instrument noise, which is normal with known

standard deviation.

Then the tail of the normal distribution is

used to estimate the clear radiance.
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Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 83, No. Cl,
January 1978, pp. 379-384
English

John J. DeLuisi and Jerome Nimira
NOAA-ERL Air Resources Laboratory, Boulder, Colorado 80302

Data from surface-based Umkehr and satellite ultra-violet backscatter observations of the vertical distribution of ozone in

the upper stratosphere are compared. The satellite data are
limited to four single-pass observations of the vertical-meridional distribution of ozone at different seasons of the year during
1970. The Umkehr data are climatological means over several
years of observations, Although most of the observations made
with the su.rface and satellite systems do not coincide in time,
they nevertheless show a general .agreement in seasonal variations

that clearly appear in the more complete set of Umkehr data.
Average values of ozone C·oncentrations for satellite and Umkehr
observations and a standard ozone profile are intercompared and
show some significant differe~ces.
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Soviet Meteor satelli te imagery
Bulleti n of the American Meteoro logical Society ,
Vol. 59, No. 7, July 1978, pp. 804-807
English

Bernard C. Diesen III and *Donald L. Reinke
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenb elt, Md. 20771
*Cape Canaver al Forecas t Facilit y, Patrick AFB, Fla. 32925

Through the co-oper ative efforts of several agencie s, Soviet

Meteor satelli te visual and infrare d (IR) imagery is now being
receive d and process ed outside the U.S.S.R . borders . Observa tions
have been made on the data receipt , process ing, and subsequ ent

picture quality of the Meteor/APT (Automa tic Picture Transm ission)
system as receive d by the Cape Canaver al Forecas t Facilit y (Air
Weather Service , Detachment II, 2nd Weather Squadro n), Patrick
AFB, Fla.
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2
An annual variation with a range of 31 W m- is found in the global net radiation balance of the earth. The net radiation flux
values measured from satellites and the changes in total heat
content computed from independent sets of atmospheric and oceanic
data show annual variations which are consistent with each other

in both phase and magnitude.

The net energy gain and loss by the

planet within a year is stored and released within the system

primarily by the oceans.
American Geophysical Union
1909 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
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Journ al of Applie d Meteo rology , Vol. 17, No. 4,
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Englis h

Rober t G. Feddes and Kuo-Nan Liou
Depar tment of Meteo rology , Unive rsity of Utah,
Salt Lake City 84112

A radia tive transf er model of spectr al infrar ed radiat
ion in
cloudy atmos pheres is applie d to the most compl ete set
of radian ce observ ations curren tly availa ble from the Nimbus-6 HIRS
instrument. The radiat ive chara cteris tics of clouds in the High-R
esolution Infrar ed Sound er (HIRS) chann els are inves tigate
d using
the discre te-ord inate method for approx imatin g the soluti
on of
the radia tive trans fer equati on as it is applie d to
non-is otherm al,
inhomogeneous cloudy atmos pheres . A method for the estima
te of
cloud compo sitions from multi -spect ral HIRS radian
ces, includ ing
both shortw ave and longw ave C02 chann els, is develo ped.
Theor etical calcu lation s of the upwel ling radian ce at satel lite
altitu de
for a number of thickn esses involv ing middl e level and
cirrus
clouds are carrie d out. The result ing theor etical
radian ces are
then param eterize d and an empir ical method to determ
ine cloud
type and ice and water conte nt of the clouds is descri bed.
Satel lite passes from five days over the wester n United
States
are employ ed to test the empir ical param eteriz ations
of the theoretica l resul ts. Compa risons of the cloud -type determ
inatio ns
with NOAA 4 mosaic are shown to agree reason ably well.
Cloud ice
and water conte nt derive d from the param eteriz ations of
the HIRS
data is compared with that obtain ed from the Air Force
Three Dimensi onal Neph- analys is (3DNEPH) programme. Examples of
the applicat ion of this techni que to globa l mapping of ice and
water
conten t are displa yed.
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In attempting to observe the colour of the ocean from satellites,
it is necessary to remove the effects of atmospheric and sea surface scattering from the upward radiance at high altitude in order to observe only those photons which were backscattered out of
the ocean and hence contain information about sub-surface condi-

tions. The observations that (1) the upward radiance from the unwanted photons can be divided into those resulting from Rayleigh
scattering alone and those resulting from aerosol scattering

alone, (2) the aerosol scattering phase function should be nearly
independent of wavelength, and (3) the Rayleigh component can be
computed without a knowledge of the sea surface roughness are com-

bined to yield an algorithm for removing a large portion of this
unwanted radiance from satellite imagery of the ocean.

It is as-

sumed that the ocean is totally absorbing in a band of wavelengt~
around 750 nm and shown that application of the proposed algorithm
to correct the radiance at a wavelength)l requires only the ratio
(t,.) of the aerosol optical thickness at..\. to that at about 750 nm.
The accuracy to which the correction can be made as a function of

the accuracy to which~ can be found is discussed in detail. A
possible method of finding~ from satellite measurements alone is
suggested.
Optical Society of America
1613 19th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009
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6.

Abstract

A diagnostic method to estimate rainfall over large space and time
scales by the use of geosynchronous visible or infrared satellite
imagery has been derived and tested. Based on the finding that
areas of active convection and rainfall in the tropics are brighter

or colder on the satellite visible or infrared photographs than
inactive regions, ATS-3 and SMS/GOES images were calibrated with
gage-adjusted 10 cm radar data over south Florida. The resulting
empirical relationships require a time sequence of cloud area,

measured from the sate11i te images at a specified threshold brightness or temperature to calculate rain volume over a given period.
Satellite rain estimates were made for two areas in south Florida

that differ in size by an order of magnitude (1.3xl04 km2 vs.
l.lx105 km2) and verified by a combined system of gages and radar.

Contrary to our expectations, the rain estimates for the smaller

area agreed better with the raingage-radar groundtruth than the
satellite rain estimates fo·r the larger area. As expected, the
accuracy of the rain estimates is a function of the period of rain
estimation. The error and scatter of the hourly estimates are
relatively large but both decrease as the estimates are accumula-

ted with time. For periods of 6-9 h the mean absolute errors are
factors of 1. 50 and 1. 90 using the visible and infrared imagery,
respectively.

Additional tests for which groundtruth was available were also
made to determine the applicability of this scheme to tropical
areas other than the region of derivation. These include nine
days over portions of Venezuela, five days over Honduras during

the passage of Hurricane Fifi, and one day each of HurricaneBelle
(1976) aver the East Coast of the United States and Hurricane
Agnes over Florida.
The potential of this method as a forecasting tool for hurricanecaused flooding is investigated in a study of selected Atlantic

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
hurrica nes betwee n 1969 and
lite-ca lculat ed total daily
rain depth. Relati vely wet
the relativ ely dry storms .
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1977. Storms were ranked by satelrain volume and daily area-av eraged
storms could be disting uished from
No correl ation was found between vo-

lumetr ic storm rain output or area-a verage d rainfa ll and storm

intens ity, which sugges ts that the locatio n of latent heat release
s
and not its magnit ude determ ines storm intens ity.
Computer automa tion of the techniq ue for real-ti me and diagno stic
estima tes is discus sed briefly . Satell ite-inf erred rains for
the
Big Thompson (Colora do) flood of 1976 and the Atlant ic Ocean
during GATE (summer 1974) are presen ted as exampl es of the realtime and diagno stic compu terized scheme s, respec tively.
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English

James J. Gurka
National Environm ental Satellit e Service, NOAA,
Washingt on, D.C, 20233

Satellit e imagery shows that extensiv e areas of radiation fog and
stratus dissipat e from their outer edges inward, It is proposed
that an inward mixing process is at least partiall y responsi ble
for this inward erosion. The temperat ure gradient along the fog
boundary , which is produced by differen tial surface heating,
should set up a circulat ion similar to that of a sea bTeeze.
This circulat ion erodes the fog along the edges as warmer, drier
air sinks and mixes into the fog.
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Englis h
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From data obtain ed by the GOES-3 radar altim eter, sea surfac
e
heigh ts are fou_nd by both editin g and filter ing the raw
sea sur-

face height measu remen ts and then refere ncing these
proces sed da-

ta to o 5'x5' geoid. Any trend betwee n the proces sed data
and the
geoid is removed by subtra cting Out a linear fit to
the residu als
in the open ocean . Data from indivi dual passes are furthe
r processed by applyi ng a minimum varian ce techni que at the
sub-s atellite crossi ng points to produc e surfac e topogr aphy maps
for the 6

months and an overa ll mean map which revea l impor tant
detai ls

about the Gulf Stream system . The differ ences betwee n
the monthly mean and the overa ll mean are calcu lated for each of
the 6
months to show the tempo ral and spatia l change s of the
Gulf Stream
front and spawned eddie s. The standa rd devia tion map is
even

more inform ative and shows prefer red locati ons of Gulf
Stream
meand ers.
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Northeastern Gulf of Mexico
Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 83, No. C9,
September 1978, pp. 4523-4529
English

Oscar K. Huh, William J. Wiseman, Jr., and Lawrence J. Rouse, Jr.
Coastal Studies Institute, Louisiana State University,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803

During the winter of 1976-1977 a time series of NOAA satellite
data was obtained which documented the seasonal cycle of sea surface temperatures .

Data were obtained as both marine-enhan ced

images and computer compatible tapes. Fall cooling initially
affected only the lakes and estuaries.. A band of cold inner
shelf waters then formed along the coast. This expanded seaward
to the shelf break as the winter season progressed. At the extreme of winter cooling, two major thermal fronts remained:

one

near the shelf edge, separating the shelf from deep gulf surface
waters, and the other the cyclonic boundary of the Loop Current.
The onset of spring warming was indicated by an increase in surface temperatures in the shallow inshore areas.

The seasonal

cycle was completed with the formation of nearly isothermal surface waters throughout the region, a condition characterist ic of
the summer season.
American Geophysic Union
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Time series analys is of NOAA-4 sea surfac e temper atures
(SST) data
Remote Sensin g of Environ ment, Vol. 7, No. 4, 1978,
pp. 349-36 0
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6.

Abstra ct

Through time series analys is of GOSSTCOMP satell ite data, time
differe nces in the occurr ence of maximum and minimum mean
monthl y
SSTs off the coast of Brazil were observ ed in the region of 20-26°
S by 34-47° W and showed the maximum surfac e water temper ature
to
lag the coasta l land station (Canan eia) by two months and the minimum by one month. For annual compon ents of SST, maximum
amplitudes were observ ed at Cabo Frio (influe nced by upwell ing) and
Canane ia (influe nced by Malvin as curren t) and minimum amplitu des
at coasta l and oceani c area betwee n Ubatuba and Santos , a
more

therma lly stable area.
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Abstract

English

John S. Jensonius, John J. Cahir and Hans A. Panofsky
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A regression equation was developed and tested for directly estimating infrared flux density at the top of the atmosphere from
variables available in numerical forecast models. The _relation
was developed in a stepwise procedure which used observed radiant

flux density from the NOAA-3 satellite in the 10-5 to 12-5)lm window as the predictand and predictors derived from the US National
Meteorological Center's Limited Fine Mesh model which are believed
to have associations with cloudiness and with temperature.

The equation was developed from continental data for the winter of
1974/5 and tested on data for February 1976, for which the weather
regime was significantly different. By far the best predictor was
the Planck function calculated from a temperature which approaches
the boundary layer temperature when the 500 mb dewpoint depression
is large, and an upper tropospheric temperature when it is small.
This variable alone accounted for almost 61 %of the variance of
the predictand in the initial sample. Four additional predictors

increased the explained variance to over 67 %. The corresponding
variance explained in the test sample increased to over 71 %. The

distribution of mean fluxes at each gridpoint was especially well
described. The mean field estimated by the equation explained
over 97 %of the variance of the mean observed field in the initial sample and almost 95 %in the test sample.
On a daily basis, predicted fields of radiant flux density appeared to be somewhat smoother than the observed fields, but the
regression equation rather accurately predicted the location of

relative radiant flux density minima caused by clouds having cold
tops.
When combined with a similar relation for reflected shortwave ra-

diation, this equation offers a method of estimating the radiation
balance at the top of a numerical model atmosphere which allows
for cloudiness change without explicit prediction of cloudiness.
The present paper illustrates the method for the restricted case
of longwave radiation over a continent in winter.
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